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TRADE Surveys. 

‘FFRCHITECTS were probably surprised to learn from the 
daily papers, the other day, that the Metropolitan Opera- 

House, in New York, which was supposed to be almost a 

model of fireproof theatre construction, had been ‘completely 

destroyed”’ by fire. As usual in such cases, the first reports 

turned out to be grossly inaccurate. Newspaper reporters 

seem to take a special delight in representing that fireproof 

constructions have failed to do what was required of them, 

with the idea, probably of exulting over the scientific men who 

devise such constructions ; but this prevarication is very detri- 

mental to the public interest, by confusin together the true 

and the sham fire-resisting construction, and spreading the 

idea that there is no such thing as construction really fireproof. 

The fact is that in the Opera House, as in most other structures 

of the sort which have been injured by fire, the fire-resisting 

portions did their work exactly as they were expecte d to do it, 

and the fire really gave the best demonstration that we have 

yet had of the soundness of the principles of theatre construc- 

tion which are now accepted by architects, and which received 

their first important application in this. country, under the 

skilful direction of Mr. Cady, in the building in question. 

VIVHE detailed accounts of the fire show that a most extra- 

; ordinary use was being made of the building at the time. 

Apparently, a sort of scene-painters’ festival had beengoing 

on there for some time. Not only was the scenery belonging 

to the Opera- House piled about in all directions, but new 

scenery for two other theatres, Hoyt’s and the Casino, was 

being painted on the stage; and immense numbers of huge 

freshly-painted canvases were stacked in the flies, and in the 

wings, while others were in process of preparation on the stage 

floor, as rapidly as the decorators and carpenters of the other 

two theatres, with the help of a part of the Opera-House staff, 

could paint them and put them together. To make this 

enormous accumulation of dangerous material as dangerous as 

possible to the building, the iron curtain between the stage and 

the auditoriam was pulled up to its full height, so as to expose 

the whole interior to fire from the Stage ; and this notwith- 

standing that, by a piece of inexcusable carelessness, a tempo- 

rary wooden floor, which was built over the whole area of the 

auditorium, on the occasion of a ball held in the building last 

spring, had been left in place. In some unexplained way, 
very likely by the lighting of a pipe among the easy-going 

individuals in charge of the place, fire caught among the paint- 

pots and varnish, and spread like a flash over the fresh, oily 

canvases and pine wood stretchers which were stocked or piled 

in enormous masses on all sides, as well as overhead. <As 

might have been expected, it did not occur to any of these 

vigilant guardians of the great property to lower the iron 

proscenium-curtain, but all hands fled, every one escaping 
without injury from what must have been a blaze so sudden 

and violent as to have been little short of an explosion, with 

the exception of a boy, who had been sent on an errand to the 

fourth story, and, terrified by the sudden burst of flames, 

jumped down a shaft to the first story, and was taken out with 

a fractured skull. Meanwhile, the different portions of the 
| construction behaved just as they were intended to do. The 

great skylight over the stage was shivered immediately by 

the heat, giving vent to the flames, and, by its powerful 

draught, holding them away from the auditorium. If the iron 

curtain had been down, it is not likely that the least damage 

would have been done by fire to the auditorium; but, with the 

proscenium-arch open, into a room ninety feet deep, a hundred 
wide, and a hundred and fifty high, filled with blazing oil and 

canvas and pine wood, it was hardly possible that the heat 

should not have had some effect ; and the temporary floor took 

fire, smoking and staining the ceiling, while the balcony 

railings were partly destroyed, and the ceiling itself, which is 
of metal suspended from the iron roof, was somewhat injured. 

At this moment the firemen came in, and wrought, with 

streams of water from twenty-five engines, the havoc which 

seems to be unavoidable in such cases, soaking the walls, floors 
and upholstery, with what remained of the scenery, and even 

the books in the manager's library, and the dresses in the 

wardrobes. It did not take many minutes of this sort of work 

to complete the destruction of two hundred thousand dollars’ 

worth of property, consisting mostly of scenery and dresses ; 
the building, with the exception of the stage roof and fittings, 

and the decorations of the auditorium, being little injured. No 

doubt, the skill of the New York firemen had a vood deal to do 

with keeping the loss within such reasonable bounds; but it is 

certainly highly creditable to the architect that his building 

should have resisted so well the fury of such a conflagration. 

- CASE of contract has just been decided in England 

which possesses a peculiar interest, on account of the 

novel view taken by the judges of the obligations of one 

of the contracting parties. It seems that the corporation of 

the town of York invited tenders for certain sewerage 

work. One Bottems sent in a bid for building a section 

of main sewer, several miles long, folowing the course of 

the River Ouse. The tender was made in accordance with 
the plans and specifications, which said nothing about the 

character of the soil, the town engineers appare ntly intending 

to throw all risks in that respect upon the contractor. Not- 

withstanding this, Bottems made no attempt to ascertain defi- 

nitely, by boring or otherwise, what sort of soil he would have 

to work in, contenting himself with walking over the line of 

the proposed sewer and examining the surface of the ground. 

He then submitted his proposal, which was to build the sewer 
in accordance with the plans and specifications for fifty-five 

thousand pounds. After the bids were in, this was found to 

be ten thousand pounds lower than any other estimate, and, on 

the advice of the engineer, the town authorities invited Bot- 

He did so, but decided to make 

It was then accepted, and a con- 

tems to reconsider his figures. 

no change in his proposal. 

tract entered into, by which the contractor bound himself to 
execute the work to the satisfaction of the « ngineer, to accept 

his decision as final in case of dispute, and to make no claims 

for extra pay on account of work ordered by the engineer, 

unless the orders were given in writing, 

ARDLY had the contractor begun work when difficulties 

were encountered. The cvround, where the excavation 

was begun, proved to bea spongy mud, so that the sides 

of the excavation had to be shored, and the brickwork of the 

sewer was several times crushed by the lateral pressure, and 
Less than half a mile 

of sewer had been built when still worse ground was met with. 

Instead of being spongy, the subsoil became soft mud, which 

would not stand long enough to allow the brickwork to be built 

in the trench. ‘The contractor then notified the corporation 
officers that he could not go on with the sewer unless he were 
allowed to do it by day-work. Naturally, the corporation 

declined to give up its contract, and soon afterwards Bottems 

was, on the engineer’s order, rebuilt. 
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tion oflicers, as the contract authorized them to do, took pos- 
session of the machine ry and plant, and proceeded to finish the 

Bottems then brought suit for extra pay 

for most of what he had done, on the ground that it was new 

sewer themselves. 

work not contemplated by the contract. The corporation 

claimed that it was not extra work, and that the contractor 

had agreed to be bound by the decision of the engineer, 

who had already ruled that it was included in the contract. 

he case was tried and appealed, and both courts decided in 

Lord Esher, in the Supreme Court, 
observed, after the fashion of English judges, that **the real 

favor of the corporation. 

reason why he (Bottems) had come to grief was that he had 

not ascertained the nature of the soil before he entered into 

This seems to have been obvious enough, but 
ill the judges took pains to express “the greatest possible 

the contract 

sympathy” with the contractor, and regret that there was “ no 

eround on which it was possible to relieve him,” while Mr. 

Justice Mathew, in the lower court, although “ with reluctance 

t’’ giving judement for the corporation, said that he 

thought the plaintiff had been * hardly used.” “] regret,” 

and regre 

suid he. “that the corp yration did not refuse his tender. I do 

not think that he and they were on a level, or upon equal 

terms, in coming to this bargain, and I think greater precau- 

tion should have been taken to inform him of the inevitable 

liability, of the inevitable loss and ruin which was before him 

if he entered into the contract upon these terms.” 

T is not surprising that the plaintiff, after hearing a judge 

| express himself so strongly in his favor, although he gave 

judome ht ag iinst him, should have appealed, in the hope ol 
; } t + li ] finding the next court a Iittl e more effective ly inclined in the 

same direction; but it is difficult to see how the corporation 

otlicers were to blame. Of course, h iving the other tenders, 

and the engineer’s opinion, to guide them, they might infer 
that Bottems’s bid was less than the work was worth, but. in 

civing him the opportunity to reconsider it, they did, it seems 

to us, all that the most scrupulous sense ot honor could require. 

Unless the laws or charters under which they acted were dif- 

ferent from those governing the conduct of other city officials. 

it would have been a very questionable proceeding on their part 

to have acce pt dia higher tender, or to have told Bottems to 

dd fiity thousand dollars to his proposal before signing the 

contract; and there seems to be ho evidence, hor even any 

claim, that they, or the engineer, had taken any borings of the 
soil, on the line of the sewer, or knew any more about it than 

Bottems did. As to the fact that Bottems’s bid was eighteen 

per cent lower than any other, every architect knows that it by 

no means follows that he would lose money on his contract. 

An neenl 

work, will often make money in taking a contract at half the 

us and enterprising contractor, in a large piece ot 

price demanded DY the plodding devotee of routine methods of 

construction; and neither the engineer nor the town authorities 

knew whether Bottems might not have some new excavating 

machine, or improved piece of plant, by which he could accom- 

plish such work much more cheaply than was possible by the 

methods familiar to them. Such improved machinery 18 being 

invented, sole ly for the purpose ot saving labor, and constal 

cheapening work, so that the contractor owning or inventing 

the new tools or processes can underbid competitors, and still 

Although the British Architect thinks that it 

was ** iwainst public policy - 

make money. 

y” to accept a tender “ which the en- 
gineer knew was ridiculously low,” it can hardly be denied that 

the invention of labor-saving machinery is, in the « nd, a public 

benefit; and to exclude a man who owns new devices of the 

sort from the opportunity of using them, because his tender for 

the work seems “ridiculously low” to some one who does not 

know about them, is a proceeding as little calculated to develop 

the inventive faculties as it would be to guarantee contractors 

who chose to take risks igainst loss, instead of requiring them 

to help themselves out of their difficulties by means of their 
own ingenuity and enterprise. ‘ 

[4 SEMAINE DES CONSTRUCTEURS is called upon 
for advice in a case which is not without parallel on this 

side of the water. A contractor complains that he has done 

1 certain pir ce of work, and sent the bill for it to the architect 

for approval. The architect has made certain deductions, which 

he has agreed to, and approved the bill for the balance. On 

presenting the approved bill to the owner, the contractor says 

that the latter refuses to pay it, unless he will throw off about 

discharged his men and abandoned the work. The corpora- | ten percent. He does not pretend that the bill is unfair, and 

gives no reason for making the deduction, except that, as he 
says, he will not pay anything unless the discount is made, 
and, before he can be forced to pay by legal process, the con- 

tractor will have spent so much in counsel fees and court ex- 

penses that it will be cheaper for him to make at once the 

deduction demanded. ‘The contractor wishes to know what 

he should do under the circumstances. 
very little comfort. It says that, while it does not advise 

him to throw off the ten per cent, it is true that the owner can 

compel him to spend much more than that in trying to collect 

his bill, and he must make his own choice as to the course he 

will pursue. 

La Semaine gives him 

OST builders and architects know this kind of owner, and 
| cases of the sort are usually settled, we imagine, by sub- 

mitting to the discount demanded. For all that, we be- 

lieve that it is bad policy to yield to imposition of this kind. 

An owner who vave no excuse for not paying a bill, except 

that he would make the other party pay more than the deduc- 

tion demanded in costs of collection, would have no chance 

whatever before a jury, and, if possible, still less before a 

judge ; and, although the contractor’s expenses might amount 
to a considerable sum before he got final judgment, the cost to 

the owner of resisting a just claim would be much greater, 
and he would surely have to pay the claim in the end. 

Owners, particularly the unscrupulous ones who make use oi 

such tricks, know all this perfectly well, and if a firm deter- 

mination is shown to collect the just amount of the bill at all 
hazards, it is usually paid before the litigation has gone be- 

| yond the inexpensive stages. _At the same time, it is un- 

fortunate that it should ever cost more to collect an honest 
bill than the whole profit in it, and it seems as if it might not 

be amiss for builders, the best class of whom are closely 

associated, to arrange for mutual help in such cases. Of 
course, it would be troublesome to ascertain what cases 

involved real oppression, and what were due to honest mis- 

understandings between the owner and the contractor; but 

the architect’s certificate, or approval of a bill, is very strong 

prima facie evidence of its correctness, and it would perhaps 

be simple and satisfactory to admit cases, where the owner had 

refused to pay a bill approved by the architect, to consideration 

by a committee appointed for the purpose, with the under- 

standing that, if the committee should so advise, the costs and 

counsel fees in suits necessary for collecting the bill should be 

paid out of the funds of the association. 
we will make the suggestion that builders, as well as honest 
owners, will find it much to their advantage to stipulate in 

their contracts, in place of the arbitration clause, which is 

Meanwhile, however, 

happily crowing obsolete, that controversies between owner 

and contractor in regard to the contract shall be decided by a 

single judge, or by an auditor or referee agreed upon or 

appointed by the court. In this way the great expense ol 

jury trials is avoided, and although we have seen one or two 

auditors who seemed incapable of comprehending technical 

points in construction, judges are almost always quick and 

clear-headed in such matters, and can be relied upon, in their 

decisions, to go as far in favor of the right man as the law will 

allow, without regard to the sophisms and prevarications of the 

lawyers, which mislead so many juries. 

A SEMA INE describes a nove Ity which we commend to the 

attention of landscape gardeners and park commissioners. 

There is now on exhibition in Paris, near the Trocadéro, a 

— 

horticultural clock. This object consists of a bed of alternan- 

theras, lobelias, echeverrias and the other prope rties of carpet- 

gardening, forming a huge disk, thirty-three feet in diameter, 
with the usual figures and dots of a clock-dial around the edge. 

On the dial move two long poles, decorated with flowers, and 

forming the hands of this novel clock, which keeps time with 
sufficient regularity. The hands are attached by a simple 

mechanism, sunk below the centre of the bed, and driven by a 

small water-motor. Where circumstances favored, we should 

say that an improvement on the carpet-bed dial might be made 

by surrounding a circular tank of aquatic plants with a sloping 
bank, on which the figures of the clock-dial could be made 

with the usual dwarf variegated plants, the whole being sur- 
rounded by a railing. It would be easy to set a box, contain- 

ing the mechanism for driving the hands, in the middle of the 

tank, and the waste-water from the motor could be utilized as 
the regular tank supply. 
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Fig. 1. Capitals from the Church of Aurona 

j yHE term ** Lombard Architecture ”’ should be understood as 

|! applying simply to the Romaflesque structures of Northern 

Italy. The Longobards did not exert any direct influence 

on architecture in Italy any more than did the Franks in the 

two Gauls. The style which bears their name was so desig- 

nated just as the division of the country where they made their 

principal settlement was termed Lombardy. It was not, then, 
until after the destruction of the State which they founded 

that Lombard architecture was established. 

Its principles were based on constructional and decorative 

methods — the one Roman, the other Byzantine — which had 
heen previously in vogue in the north of Italy. The Byzan- 

tine style had from its infancy found a home here, and many 
of its productions, some of which still exist, were monuments 

of considerable importance. It may be said that the architec- 

ure of Cisalpine Gaul was looking toward Byzantine art when 
the invasion of the Longobards occurred. Their inroads ar- 

rested for a time the development that had already begun, and 

which was again resumed later on, in the quieter times follow- 

ing the storms of this strangely brutal and turbulent conquest. 

But the coarseness of manners and debasement of culture con- 

sequent upon this irruption made their efforts felt. Awkward- | 

ness of construction, crudeness and heaviness of forms, a 

deterioration in the drawing of the human figure, and perhaps, 

also, a union of Roman and Byzantine types, all the closer 

because not intentional, may be considered as summing up the 

artistic features due to the Longobards in the manifestations of 

the new style. Their influence is reduced to that which 

savagery exercises over the arts. Though they contributed to 

the formation of Western mediwval art, it was indirectly 

through the ruins with which they strewed the land, and by 

the creation through successive convulsions of a new soil, out 

of which an original vegetation sprang from the promiscuous 

mixture ot tlormer germs. 

The Latin basilican type, with timber roofing =? seems to have 

been exclusively in use during the domination of the Longo- 

bards. The Church of the Holy Saviour at Brescia, built in 

the middle of the eighth cerrtury, and Santa Maria delle 

Caccie at Pavia, and San Vincento in Prato, at Milan. which 

ipparently antedate Charlemagne’s conquest, are the only more 

or less completely preserved edifices that can be referred to 

the Longobard period. Now, these are Latin  basilicas. It 

was natural that the simplest and most economical type should 

he adopted at that time, and it was, moreover, maintained 

throughout the early medieval period for most of the country 

churches of Lombardy. 

For the construction of more sumptuous edifices, with pillars 

and vaults, an artistic effort, then impossible, and material 

resources not in existence in the Longobard period would have 

been required. Yet some attempts toward progress seem to 

have been made from the first half of the eighth century. 

The Church of Aurona, erected at Milan during the reign of 

Liutprand,? remains of which were discovered in 1868, was a 

From the French of F. Dedartein, in Planat’s Enecy lie de l’ Architect 
tde la ¢ truction 

One of the capitals of the Church of Aurona be 
requiescit Dominus Theodorus archi episcopus.... Thi 

brother of Aurona Orona, foundress of the monast 
ghth century. The chureh e 

rred in it, and it is inadmissible it the mor 
tuary legend was added later, after a reconstruction of the edifice. Few other 
monuments of the early Middle Ages are, therefore, as authentically dated as 
his. —F. D 

f Milan about the middle of the 
have been built when he was inte 

basilica with the column replaced by the more robust support 

| of a pillar comprising a square nucleus with four engaged half- 

columns. ‘The pillar cantonned with columns — that essential 

element of medixval architecture, but which was almost un- 
known to antiquity, except under the elementary form of an 

engaged column ina rectangular pie | piedroit | — thus made 

its entrance into monumental art. It was doubtless called-for 

by the use of transverse ribs, over the side-aisles at least. 

Another very interesting although less important innovation 

likewise appears in the same church ; risamnie ly, the cubical 

capital. It was adopted in connection with the basket capital. 
Figure 1 gives a perfectly trustworthy restoration from the 

Brera. 

We must come down about a hundred years later, or to the 

early part of the ninth century, before encountering the first 

church in the Lombard style, Sau Ambrovgio of Milan. A 

brief description of it has already been given in this * Encyelo- 

| pedia”™ by M. Planat, in which he has pointed out its great im- 

portance in the history of architecture. (See American Archi- 

tect for July 5, 1890). A more detailed study of the edifice 

must be made here. The first question to be considered is 

that of its date, which has created a great deal of discussion, 

| and the solution of which is of paramount interest to the 

student of Lombard art. 

The recent restoration of the church made it possible to in- 
vestigate thoroughly not only the upper portions, but all the 

substructures. It was demonstrated that, leaving out of ac-° 

; count the later Renaissance rehandlings, nothing existed out- 

side of the Lombard edifice except the remnants of one older 

basilica with primitive columns, which was erected by Saint 

Ambrose, and the three naves of which are exactly covered by 

the body of the Lombard basilica ( Laudriani, “La basilica 

Ambrosiana fino alla sua transformazione in chiesa Lombarda 
a volte,’ Milan, 1889). So there is no trace of an intermediate 

structure between it and the basilica of the fourth century. 

Now, the principal parts of the Lombard monument were con- 

structed at three different intervals (see the plan, Fig. 2). 

The tribune, comprising the main apse and the rectangular 

space in front of it, was built first, then the body, including 

the aisles and the two-storied vestibule, and lastly the cloisters, 

forming an atrium or porch. The resumption of the work at 

these various periods is distinctly marked in the masonry. 

The tombs under the altar, together with the altar itself, fur- 

nish indisputable testimony as to the age of the chevet and the 

body of the church. They are three in number, two in marble 

surmounted by a third in porphyry. The lower ones were in- 
tended, according to St. Ambrose, to receive, one his own re- 

mains, the other the remains of Saints Gervais and Protais; 

when opened they were found to be 

empty. Abbé Biraghi, of the Am- 

brosian Library, had previously 

shown that such would be the case 
(“I tre sepoleri sant ambrosiani 

scoperti nel gennajo” 1864; Milan, 

1864). The liturgical evidence 

scientifically examined by him led 

him to the conclusion that the bodies 

had been removed from the marble 

tombs during the episcopal rule of 

Angilbert II and placed in the por- 

phy ry sarcophagus above; this was 

confirmed in 1871 when the latter 

was opened and found to contain the 

three bodies as predicted, The 

magnificent gold and. silver altar 
presented by Archbishop Angilbert, 

according to the inscription on it, 

was therefore erected on the occasion 

of the transfer of the remains which 

it covers. This was to be inferred 

from an old legend, but the fact is 

now ¢ stablished bevond a doubt. 

The removal of the bodies of the saints was necessitated by 

the reconstruction of the church. The old pavement of the 
tribune, the height of which is indicated by the bases of two 

engaged half columns that were uncovered at the time of the 

restoration, was below the surface of the ground about the altar. 

It, therefore, antedates the raising of the soil; while the body of 

the aisles is posterior to it, as is shown by the Lombard pillars 

in the last bay, the bases of which rest on this higher cround. 

| The restoration must have therefore been begun in the chevet 
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before the time of Angilbert and, doubtless, at the close of the 

eighth century, after the basilica had passed into the hands of 

the Benedictine monks. When the. undertook later to rebuild 

the aisles, it was deemed necessary to raise the pavement and 

that led to the transfer of the bodies to the upper tomb. We 

know that this change was made in the early part of the reign 

ol Angilbe rt II], who was over the church of Milan from 824 

to 859%. Did the reconstruction for the sake of which it was 

undertaken follow immediately or was it delayed until, say, a 

century or two later, as certain archeologists hold? ‘There are 

good reasons for supposing that it was done at once. In fact, 
the episcopal rule of Anspert, who occupied the see of Milan 

from 868 to 881 and was buried in San Ambrogio, formally 

attributes the construction of the atrium to this prelate. We 
have already seen that this was a separate work attached to 

the vestibule. The main body of the church, including the 
vestibule, must consequently have been built by Angilbert, if 

it be conceded that the pre sent atrium is that of Anspt rt. Not 

only is there no documentary proof to the contrary, but, as has 

already been remarked, in excavating the substructures no 

traces were discovered of any intermediary editice between the 

basilica with primitive columns and the monument of to-day. 

So lar as oul knowledge how goes, the greater part ot San 

Ambrov‘o must have been built in the course of less than a 

hundred years: the tribune, in the eighth century; the aisles 

and the vestibul in the middle of the ninth; 

restored, at the close 

and the atrium, 

which has been more or less thoroughly 

of the latter century. 

These con lusions ire borne out by the local history of the 

veriod, The ninth ce ntury appears to have been an especially | 
{ an important Milanese avorable time tor the erection ot 

edifice. Lombardy was well governed and comparatively 

pea eful and prosperous. 

oft the Norm ins or the Saracens, and the Hungarians did not 

devastate it until the following century. The archbishops of 

Milan were influential, rich and powerful at the time. They 
enificent gifts, as the remarkable altar pre sented by 

Anvilbert to San Ambrogio attests, and that they were great 

It was not exposed to the approach 

builders is seen from the epitaph of Anspert. If we consider 

San Ambrogio by itself, we find that it was precisely in the 

ninth century that the archbishop’s zeal for the church was 

displ iyed most perseve ringly and with the greatest splendor ; 

this appears from the donation of the vold and silver altar, the 

construction of the atrium, and also from the fact that from 

Peter I, who died in 801, to Andrea, who died in 906, all the 

Milanese me tropolitans, with the one execs ption of Angilbert, 

the suppose d reconstructor of the church, were buried at San 

Ambrozio, while their successors were interred in the cathe- 

dral. 
Let us now pass to a des« ription of the church and a careful 

examination of its architecture. The disposition of the whole 

o is that of a three-aisled basilica with side (see the an. Fig. 2 
" . ! . . . . . 

galleries, and having groined vaults instead of a timber roof. 

As all the vaults are on a square plan, and the width of the 

nave is doubl that of the aisles, each ce ntral bay corre sponds 

to two lateral divisions. 

inality of the structure consists in the roofing 
system; a new organism, new forms and a new ch iracter are 

it. The groined vaults exhibit two distinctive 

features: they have prominent ribs, and are raised at the top 

All of them, large and 

, are modelled at the edges on four semicircular arches, 
after the manner of domes (Fig. 3). 

) 

| 

two longitudinal, two transverse ; some ot the former, like the 

latter, are free; the others are imbedded in the wall, and are 

then termed formerets. In addition to the outline framework, 

the large vaults and the small ones in the lower story ol the 

vestibule have two intersecting or diagonal ribs, which ar 

likewise of circular curve. The constructional Syst m ot these 

six-ribbed vaults recalls the great Roman vaults of the Empire, 

those of the Baths of Diocletian, where similar ribs 

made of brick are found (Choisy, “ Z’Art de bdtir chez les 

Romains,” Paris, 1873). The difference between the two lies 

in the fact that in the Roman edifice the ribs are sunken in the 

notably 

masonry-work, while in the Lombard monument they project 

be yond it. In passing, therefore, from the Roman to the 

Lombard method, all that was required was to superimpose 

the vaulting upon the framework, instead of incorporating the 

one with the other. The transformation was easy, and in 

accord with the principles of medizval architecture; it must 

have been effected first in Italy, as the Roman vault with 
sunken ribs is peculi ir to that country. 

and Building News. [Vou. XXXVII. — No. 872. 

While the origin of the projecting ribs may be connected 
with Italo-Roman methods, the other typical feature men- 

tioned above must be referred to the Byzantine constructional 

system. The Lombard groined vault resembles the hemis- 

pherical dome on pendentives. It would be identical with it, 
except for the ribs, if the latter were all semicircular and if 

the different sections of the vaulting surface were correctly 

| constructed; but it is rare that the diagonal arches rise high 

enough to form the complete semicircle. Again, the vault is 
roughly built, and exhibits abrupt breaks in the curves. 
These defects are not, however, glaring, as they are hidden by 

the ribs. In fact, the latter are not merely supports for the 
vault proper, but they contain in themselves the outlines that 
vive the eye the impression of its form. All that is necessary, 
therefore, is that the ribs be properly constructed. The 

masonry between merely constitutes a spandrel, the curvaturs 
of which it is difficult to determine from below, and the correct- 

ness of its forms is, consequently, of only secondary import- 
ance. The use of prominent ribs was in every Way suited to 

the inexperience of unskilled craftsmen. It facilitated th 

work of laying the vaults and masked the defective construc- 
tion. . 

Groined vaulting supported on ribs and raised at the top was 

generally adopted for covering the aisles of Lombard churches. 

They were hardly ever, as in France, covered with barre! 

vaults, the use of the latter being restricted, as we shall se 

Fig. Bay of the Nave of San Ambrog 

Now. the introductior farther on, to the arms of the chevet. ) 

] of prominent ribs into the vaulting exercised a considerabl 

influence on the forms of the pillars, because of the nec ssary 

relationship between the outlines of the support and of the 

supported part. The jogs made by the arches at the springing 

of the vault required corresponding projections and depressions 

in the support. The pillar cantonned with columns is, therefore, 

the logical result of the adoption of the prominent ribs. 

This series of forms is found at San Ambrogio. ‘The pillar 

indentations are sometimes circular, sometimes rectangular, and 

frequently the two shapes alternate. The supports moreove! 

are not of uniform size. The bays of the main aisle ar 
divided off by large pillars which bear at the same time the 

vaults over the nave and those over the side aisles. In 

the interspaces are smaller pillars, alternating with them and 

supporting only the lateral vaults the number of which is 

double that of the central. The same alternation of large and 

small pillars occurs in the engaged supports of the outer wall 

and in the pillars, isolated as well as engaged, in the galleries 

above the aisles. It also occurs in the prominent external 

buttresses that counteract the thrusts of the vaults. 

Such are the different organic effects resulting from the 

| division of the edifice into three unequal naves and the sub-di- 

vision of these into square bays with ribbed croined vaulting 
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to cover them. In the vaulted Lombard basilica, as in every 

systematically disposed edifice, it is the superstructure which 

it is the conditions of the establishment 

ind stability of these perpendicular walls that determine the 

essential architectural features. And the influence of the roof- 

ing system is not confined to constructional problems ; it makes 

itself equally felt in the character of the decoration. In this 

respect the western medieval differs radically from the Byzan- 

tine and from the vaulted Roman edifice. The embellishment 
of the latter is mainly dependent on the use of revetements 

while, at San Ambrogio and in other monuments of the same 

style, the framework itself is minutely brought out and forms 
the ornamentation. The 

controls the organism ; 

‘r clothed; its 

members are no longer concealed ; they are on the contrary 

monument is no long 

Ulowed to appear freely and in detail, showing by significant 

forms their divers functions. It is this that constitutes their 

claim to interest the beholder 

This most rational disposition, moreover, fully attains its 

end, Glance at Figure 5, which represents one of the bays of 
the central aisle of San what is better calculated 

to attract and hold attention than the network of overspreading 

Ambrovio : 

aisles and ribs sub- 

dividing and sup porting r the vaults, which come 

bundle in the pillars and extend down to the floor? 

element is more essential to the edifice 

is more important 

organs the combination and stability of which 

ches supporting the division-walls of the 

together in a 

What 

and what consequently 

to consider in jud loving of it, than these 

assure its exist- 

ence ? They are, aS it were, its bones and sinews, as the 

column and the architraves of the 
and sinews of the 

entablature ire the bones 

Greek temple. Besides, in both cases, the 

fundamental decorative réle is assigned to these significant 

members. 

But, though the réle is the same, 

sion! In the temple, the members are 

angles with one another, the 

frieze with the architrave 

In the 

union in the members. This is due to the curves of the 

work, which is much more flexible in its disposition and more 

varied in its aspects than is that of the t mple. In the latter, 

how different is the expres- 

superimposed at right 

architrave with the column, the 

and the 

church we find continuity and 

beams of the cornice with 

the beams of the frieze. 

ITrame- 

for example, the column is invariable or conforms, at the very 
most, to two or three different types. In the church, where it 

appears only as an engaged column, the a caging vary 

exceedingly. Sometimes it springs from the floor to the base 

of the great vault with a height equal to twenty or thirty 

diameters ; sometimes, as in the pillars of the triforium, it is 

ouly three or four diameters in height. Its proportions depend 

solely on the dimensions and position of the arch resting on it. 

The circumference is regulated by the breadth of this arch and 

the height by its elevation. There is no longer any rule for 

fixing the gag eye of the 

truth, there are in reality 

simply cordons grouped in bundles or isolated after the manner 

of mural bands and colonnettes. The sam 

able in the proportions of the 

columns or pilasters. ‘To tell the 

neither columns nor pilasters, but 

freedom is notice- 

capit ils, and bases, and of the 

ceneral. The more compli ited organism has 

correspondingly more supple organs, and so it was 

the architecture of the Middle Roman- 

esque to the Gothic without any alterations in its principles. 

members in 
+ 

possible tor 

Aves to pass from the 

{ To be continued.] 

CONSTRUCTION.!— XIII. 

. TT oe x ww" ) Lae Gothic architecture may 

=~ | | y” to please by its form, but 

SS la Y if any one claims it is only 

é |} the product of ignorance and 

- —\ } ; ; chance, we shall ask leave to 

— - oi } prove the contrary, and having 

se \ D proved it, to study and make such 

” Pe Yai \ | use of it as m iy seem best to us. 

z Y TWN Accordingly, before closing this 

YZ | if |} chapter on vaults, let us see how 

{ 7 | | if the Anglo-Normans transformed 
tA \ | | if the dome of the West into a vault 

CAMILLE rs ZZ, ye Very far removed in appearance 

\ B from the hemispherical vault. We 

Fie. 64 have just told how the builders of 

Aquitaine, A; ul, 

England had been induced to add a rib to the poi 

Maine and 

ed-arch vault, 

From the “ Dictionnaire raisonné de l’ Architecture Frangaise,’ by M. Viollet 

le-Duc, Government Architect, Ir spector-Gene 

lated by George Martin Huss, Architect. Continued from N 870, page 132 

ral of Diocesan Edifices, trans. | 

to hide the crossing of the filling-stones under the line of the keys; 

or, in other words, how they divided a square or ol 

eight triangles, instead of four. 

long vault into 

This point of departure has so 

great an importance 

that we ask leave of 

our readers to insist 

upon it. 

Let us suppose a 

pointed-arch vaul 

made half by French- 

men at the beginnin 

of the thirteenth cen 

tury, and half by 

Anglo-Normans ; 

The French vi wilt 

will give (Fig. 64) in 

horizontal projection, 

the drawing A the 

Anglo-Norman vault. 

the drawing 7. 

Hence nothi 

more natural, than to 

connect C, the key of 

the wall-arch, to D. 

the key of the pointed 

arches, bv a project 

ing rib, hiding the 

seam formed by th« 
ecting of the t 

angles of filling-ston 

E ’ D, and F C D. 
These trian rles o 

filling are evidently 

derived from the 

dome, or, rath I. they 

are four pendentives 

which meet in CD. 

The vaults of Aqui- 

taine, or the early An 
olo Norman Gothi 

have also th keys of 

their wall-arches ona 
lower |e vel than those 

‘ of the pointed arche 

and their framework i 

presented in Fig. 65. 

This firure clearly 

shows that the Anglo- 
Norman vault is only 

| - a hemispherical dome, 

J intersected by fou 

pointed arches, for the 

¢ diagonal arches ar 

st micireular. 

U pon this framework the rows of filling-stones are laid. as repre 

sented in G, while in France upon two diagonal and four wall-arches 

of the same dimensions and shape, the rows of filling stones are 
wth! according 

to the drawing /7/. 

Then, although 

the principal ribs 

of vaults in France 

or in England may 

be identical in out- 

France the 

filling is evidently 
derived from the 

Roman groined 

vault, while in Eng- 

land it is taken 

from the dome. 

Up to this point, 

though the prin i- 

ples of the con- 

struction of these 

al 

sine, in 

two vaults are very 

different, their ap- 

pearance is the 

same, save for the 

addition of the rib 

jolning the keys of 

the transverse or 

wall-arches to the 

key of the pointed 

arches, an addition 

not absolutely the 

rule. 

While in Ile-de-France and the 

the twelfth century, they were 

arches, crossed by transverse arches, or, in other words, always en 

gendered by a square plan, and closed by sloping spandrel ng, a 
seen in Figure 55, they were seeking in the 

adjoining provinces, at the end « 

making only vaults with pointed 

West. to obtain the san 

—— 
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j real and apparent lightness, but always while keeping something of | to be able to make the openings higher; second, to let the tie-bean 

; the dome. | of the timbers pass above the vaults without immod rately raisir 
here exists near Saumur, a little church, which indicates in the 

plainest way, the wavering of the Western builders, between the in- 

novations of architects in the Royal domain, and the traditions of 

ii Aquitaine : — it is the church 
} - % of Mouliherne; there the 

ii " : > two systems confront each 

"} — / ~~ other. 

i| tt j / bh The first bay of this 

th | - al | church with a single nave 
i} / } G reaching to the facade, is 

| 1 vaulted according to the 

| \ plan Figure 66. 

| \ From A to B is a large 

a ‘i / \ transverse pointed arch. 
4 | From A to C and from 

ii 1 | B to D are two broken 

uf pointed arches, which are 

i | S only mouldings with semi 

{i ! circular section. 

IN A second transverse arch 

HE y Fig. ¢ E F, of similar section, 
ih 3 crosses the two diagonals. 

ij From E to G and from F to G are stretched two other secondary 

| diagonal arches, meeting the principal pointed arches in A and /. 
| The four triangles included between the points E, F and G are 

| closed, according to the Aquitanian or Anglo-Norman method, that 

i is to say, according to the principle of the dome; the four other 

| triangles, FE DJ, DGI, GC K and C F K are closed according to 

H the French method, and yet the ribs Z 7, M J, N K and O A, join- 
; ing the keys of the wall-arches to the meeting-points / and K, project 

I | below the rows of the keys of the fillings. These ribs are even 

if adorned with figures carved in relief. 

ih As to the triangles A EF R and B F R, they are closed in the 
French way by slanting fillings. But as half of a transverse arch 

I} exists from G to R, the builder has felt it his duty to continue it as 

a projecting key rib, up to the summit of the great transverse arch 

: A B. 

’ Thus the section taken through G S gives the drawing (Fig. 67). 

If one wishes to get an exact idea of the appearance of this vault, 

he must refer to the perspective view which we give in Figure 68. 

| the lateral walls. 

| They wished to copy this improvement in the Anglo-Norma 

| provinces. ‘There a difficulty was presented: the principle of co 

struction of the rows of filling-stones derived from the dome was il] 

4 er 
i a t 

| —t 4 ~ = — 
- = aa 

oe DY Be j > i 

4 pa —~_= | 
| tJ. = ; AY | 

Lf fo Ks > 1} 
| f 4 > 4 

~ J J ¥ AY" a 14 4 f Ys \S }} 
| S AAA | Y . 

In the Royal domain they would have been content to close the . 
triangles of filling (Fig. 66),E DR, DGR,G CR,C F R, by 0 

i rows of stones laid from the wall-arches E D, D G, etc., to the trans- 

M) verse and pointed arches EF R, G R, D R, just as they have done g-€ 
i with the triangle A E R. ok , : P ‘ : 
r So long as the Aquitanian and Anglo-Norman vault kept its adapted to this innovation. We have just said that a rib had to be 
i ’ placed under the meeting of the ends of these rows of stones. 

b. Now, let Figure 69 be the section of an Anglo-Norman vault. 
N When constructed according to the drawing A, the rib connecti 

it the keys B and C could offer, by its curvature, a perfect resistanc 

(he but if built according to the design D, after the new French metho 
+—— : , ee the projecting 

Hii \ ¢ , rib C E had n 
} o \ Uf enough rise t 

Y . I} | pr sent a sul 

itd j t cient resistance 

# pil \ if the vault wa 
5; nn WS . } large, there wa 

¥y } } t f reason to fea 

4 eo iii ~Y that this 1 
j é \c, would give wa 

ty Hi at G, about th 

ie ' f middle of thi 

i } length. Towar 

H | off this dange: 
t | \ hill th e Anglo-No 

} {¢ 7" J man builders did 

‘ t 1 mK , not a bandon 

\ = their method o 
\ \ \ filling ; they pre 

| } ferred to suppo 

| | i \\\ 4 this weak pol 

| Pa | | . \\ {i G by new pry 

= : ! | bn a ! ecting rib, tract 
/ | ) Si) See // / on i /, upon tl 

8 wa, 1 ‘ | } / horizonta pla 
i y | A, and then 

| | BRAZ aga lla 
i Ca Bf A be \\ ee : — aie 
; i ih, LK \ vii drawn in J, tl 

pd LIS placed them 
— : represented in A 

In examinil 

the larter of 

pointed arches very high, like those of the early French Gothic | vault, 0 M P J, one sees that its inner surface, th ch the arrang 
j vault, the appearance of these vaults was almost the same; but in | ment of the rows of filling-stones, came very near giving a port 

} France they saw, from the end of the twelfth century, the advantage | of a curvilinear concave cone. . 
‘ that there would be in raising the keys of the transverse and wall- | Onee upon this path, the Anglo-Norman builders thought no mor 
: rches to the level of the keys of the pointed arches; first, in order bout the French vault; they developed freely the principle th 
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hey had not originally admitted, except unconsciously ; they saw in 
e Gothic vault only a network of arches, interlacing and support- 

one another reciprocally, and supporting fillings all of which 
howed surfaces scarcely concave. 

Already, in the middle of the thirteenth century, they were build- 

the choir of the Cathedral of Ely, whose high vaults give the 

, 
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Fig. 715. 

horizontal projection (Fig. 70), and the section C D made through 

C’ D’. Relying on these crossed and counter-balanced arches they 

did not hesitate to raise the keys C’ D’ of the wall-arches E F’ above 

the keys G, in order to make their windows very high, as seen in 

the section C D. 

But the appearance of these vaults in the interior is very different 

| from that of the French vaults. 
We give (Fig. 71) the perspective view of one starting-point of 

the vaults in the choir of the Cathedral of Ely. It is seen that these 

arches or projecting groins give a sheaf of ‘curves, a considerable 

portion of which present a concave and curved conical surface, and 

Fig. 72. 

to render that effect more striking, the builder has taken pains to 

| unite all these arches upon the abacus of the capitals, in a compact 
| group, whose lower bed we indicate in A (Fig. 71, second), and in 

(, its horizontal section at the level B. But if that horizontal sec- 

tion forms a portion of a polygon inclining towards the. branches 
from D to E, from D to F, which is the wall-arch, it rises (re- 

treats) abruptly, for since the starting-point of this arch is much 
more elevated than that of the pointed and transverse arches and 

ribs, the filling-stones G F’ must rise vertically in a plane passing 
through G F. These walls then present, up to the starting-point of 

the wall-arches, a group of ribs detaching themselves from the con- 

struction, a compact mass, heavy in reality, but with a certain pre- 

tension to lightness. 
Wishing to keep the keys of the wall-arches on a level with the 

keys of the pointed arches, as we have before remarked, and being 
perplexed, evidently, in their combinations, by these retreating and 

vertical surfaces, G F, the Anglo-Norman builders chose to raise 

| the starting-points of the transverse and pointed arches and ribs 
| to the level of those of the wall-arches. 

| The presence of the vertical surfaces F G, beside the curved 

| surfaces D E was not logical enough for these rationalists. But 

while placing the starting-points of all the arches of the vault upon 

the same level, in order to avoid these vertical surfaces, the English 

architects still tried to have the keys of the pointed and transverse 

| arches upon the same horizontal line; so it was necessary that these 

transverse and pointed arches should be very elliptical. Accord- 
ingly, they came, in England, to abandon in the transverse arches 

co \Q 

J } XY 

\ 

| \ 

| 
< = -. 

7S Sear 
NJ > 

Fig. 72d. 

the pointed curve, and in the diagonal arches the semicircle, and to 

adopt curves composed of portions of ellipses, keeping the true 

pointed curves only for wall-arches, as indicated in Figure 72, while 
the keys A, B, C, were all in the same horizontal plane. 

| From these sheaves of ribs forming, as it were, pyramids, or 

| | 
| | 

| | 

ee 
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cones to vaults composed of intersecting curvi- 

it distance; and the builders at the end of the 

th century, in England, soon arrived at that last 

. it these vaults are not closed by fillings of masonry 

ches faced they are vaults composed entirely of 
very shallow, needing diagrams, a complicated 

result 

n stone; 

sign, and certain artifices such as, for example, transverse arches | 
1 the reversed concavities of the roof, as we have repre- 

A BC, upon the design illustrating the extrados of the | 

. | 
lV} 3 \ series of ded ictions indeed very loci al, the Anglo- | 

N ) lers passed from the dome to the strange vaults com- | 

e intersections of curvilinear cones, and separated | 
‘ m the French system. 

In N ndy these vaults were never adopted, but of the Ene- 
something remained. In that province they often | 

towards the end of the fifteenth century, the vaults | 

} 1 of rows of filling-stones fixed upon arches. They wished 

e facing-stones 
i Ne the Manceaux, the Bretons, willingly made vaults 

either of large slabs of hewn stone, decorated with | 

a) xs on the interior, and supported by their concavity, with- | 

it} arch wr else of stone ceilings set upon arches. In 

h Fer Bernard, near Mans, there are seen pretty 

:| xteenth century, thus vaulted (Fig. 73).? 

| I ha labs cut in panels, on the inside, and set over stone | 
Pp inted ar¢ hes. 

To close the intervals left be- 

and, when necessary, multiply the 
] 
ic 

le of expression. 

lings, 

} | syste uction is elegant and ingenious but one 

: vish |} to see the windows square, for the pointed wall 

f| longer any reason for existing. 

i Gothic vaults had to come to this; which was nec- 

ee 

» were no spaces left among them which could not 

labs, this was to arrive at the limit of the 

t thev tried, often with success, at the be- 

. whether in religious monuments, or in 

two 

is whi 

hnaissance 

| Ss quite rht to do this justice to the aré hitects of the French 

Renai e, that they knew how to employ with great freedom the 

F 

building of vaul 
of t he fifteenth c« 

the 

s v which the mast: 

ed to new forms the resources of 

, Age 

( 

M. Cesar Daly, Vo 

e chapels d 
LV of 

ates back to 

, and that, in break- 

At the beginning of the sixteenth century, architects very frequently 

employed the system of vaults composed of slabs resting on ribs, 

which allowed them to decorate these vaults with rich sculptures, 
and to obtain effects until then unknown. Arranging a sort of net 

work of stone, with key pendants or floral ornaments at the points 

a ' 

————-) 

ms —_ 

Fig. 74 

of intersection of the ribs, they placed sculptured slabs between them. 

This plan was often adopted, for instance, to cover galleries or flights 
of stairs with elliptical vaults (Fig. 74). 

Every arch-stone of the transverse groin A has on each side of the 

little key pendant, a cavity 4 to hold the longitudinal arch-stones C ; 
the slabs D simply rest in grooves upon these arch-stones as the de- 

tail X shows; A’ is the cross-section of one of the transverse arches. 

itudinal bands, and D’ the section 
Phis method is simple, and such a construction 

one of the voussoirs of the B 
} 

of the slab. n is wood 

und easy to execute, as the slabs can be s ulptured before being put 

in place ; it presents all the elastic ity that the Gothic builders had 

composition of their vaults. obtained in the 

But the artist of the Renaissance forgot too promptly these excel] 

lent traditions, and if for a long time they still kept these forms, de 

rived from a logical principle of construction, they treated thes« 

kinds of vaults as ordinary cradle-vaults, no longer 

groins as independent ribs. 

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the English and th: 

Normans had succeeded, in the construction of vaults. in producin 

f I 

considering the 

effects that were surprising for their ingenuity and their richness. 

Phe architects of Ile-de-France, Champagne, Burgundy and th: 
Loire, pre served, even in those latter days of the Gothic period, 

more moderation; and during the sixteenth century they tried to re- 

produce the forms, if not the structure of the Roman vault. 

When the individuality of a people is left to its own inspiration 

and is not falsified by a narrow spirit of system, it exhibits itsel! 
with entire freedom in their works of art, particularly in those 

which are to a great extent the result of reasoning. d 

The Normans have always been daring workers rather than in- 

hey have been able at all times to appropriate the disco 

éries of their neigl and therefore to derive profit to themselves. 

One should not require of them those effo f the imagination. those 

conceptions which bel the southern mind, but rather 

ventors; t 

oors, 

rts o 

ng rather to 
] 

ingenious and profound applications, logical and scientific execution, 

pe rsistence and care in the carrving out of details. 

f hese qualities are found in Anglo-Norman edifices built during 

the twelfth and thirteenth cent irles. One should 10t require of the 
} , . } . i ° 

Anglo-Normans that freedom of procedure, that variety, that in 
dividuality which is found in French constructions. 

0 he Among them if a method passes for a good and practical one, they 

verfect it, extend its consequences, follow its progress, and cling to 

it. We, French, on the contrary, are always seeking, but we perfe 
nothing. Ihe Anglo-Norman constructions are usually execut: 

with more care than ours, but to know one is to know them all: 

one never sees shining out among them those original and bold 

inspirations which have haunted our architects from the earliest 

days of Gotl art; the true era of intellectual emancipation for th 
ing ¢ North of France. 

To be continued.) 

Great BeLt FoR THE Sacre Ca@ur, Paris.— A monster bell, on 

of the largest of its kind, specially cast for the new Church of the 
Sacred Heart on e heights of Montmartre, has been completed at 

Annecy, In Savoy his immense instrument, which, when hung in its 

lofty position, will be audil ill over Paris, weighs with its clapper 
nearly twenty 
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COMPARATIVE MUNICIP 
Vote : — In these tables bracketed letters invari 

Floor and Roof Timbers. 

Boston -a, In first and second-class buildings, the e1 f all woode1 of Soston a. The Inspector shall 3 

tloor beams shall enter the wall to the depth of at least 4/7, unless the wall floor of the basement st may be laid 

rop y corbelled, so as to give a bearing of at least 4’ b, « S nade g i vy] } 

». The ends of all such beams shall be so shaped or arranged that, in case of t ected va und p by a bed a 12 

they may fall without injury to the wall crete, ce tand gra tar and grave ist 
ec. Every wooden header or trimmer more than 4/ g, Car ng a floor load of ec. The space } veen al t ar 1 

than 70 pounds per square foot, shall, at connect wit ean b d.N r or basem | f ) i 

stirrup irons and be joint bolted. ule of 12’ a é »w wat 
ll tail beams and similar beams of wood shall be framed or hung in st l il} lesignating low 

s, ilwe 

Cutting for pipes or other purposes shall not be d 2 is to reduce tl e. | ‘ @XCAV 3 e pro 

gth of supporting parts below that required by law. f. All exca s sl I \ ote 
ali cay i by reas } ss 

saltimore Pipes let ito joists shall not be more than 2/ from end of Baltimore < 3 8 x i 
st, nor cut-in more than 2/, nt “i from ) ends 

Every trimmer more than 6’ long, except in dwellings, be hung In low, damp le land, the | n 
ight-iron stirrups of suitable dimensions. aspl tu t 4+’ thick, and fi 

ler partitions parallel with joists, joists supporting the re to be double ‘ coucre nd oor 8 
Minimum size of sts in dweiling-houses 16/ tront or less, first flo ” x 8 The word rin this ordina 2 s 
t more than 18’, on centres; second floor, 2)! x 7//, 1 more ian 16/7 tlo 1 Or ent 1 dwe i the 

tr Ail joists properly bridged, of timber sound and well-seasoned. f pavement 
N pen area sh extend mor ‘ 
t iore tha ‘trom t nsice fa i wa 

ur V streets the Inspector is to des iate th 

be guarded by fence t ast 3’ hig provided w 
Brooklyn: sSrooklyn 
Charleston Charleston 
Chicago g. Floor joists shall be properly bridged with $8 ip Chicago » J and gh 
hh. In business buildings, all headers in floor framing ret ‘ from end cemented, flagged, or w paved and properly 
mmer shall be fixed in proper i: stirrups. 

i. Ends of joists or beams entering a brick wall shall be cut so as to dist 
ickwork by any deflection or breaking of joists beams 

j yipes shall be let int sts ims to a g at pth t a 

I an 3 from end of joist or beam 
Cincinnati k. Every trimmer over 6’ long in floors constru 1 Cincinnati he erv cellar urt th 

re than 70 pounds per square foot shail be hung in suitab vi sha > at least 8 g i A , 
stirrups. ‘ ea f adjoir 
Allt have suftici bearing o1 I s s , l ) el ig 4 tid 

1. J ‘ t v it ang l i Kv S 

et fw 1 w fH ka ipartiner \ 
sts cart f solid bridging t ” ‘ + 

k, Set ll I cut passag 
Cleveland Cleveland h) 
Denver ler 1 ‘ ian 4 g (ex Denver i. A KCALV u 
ge)sha be us ‘ I gua | | 6 

mn. The en S, = ga \ a 
ng of at least 3)/’, and sha e cut 1s iy of , 4 

(j) without permit from Ins I 
Detroi Detroit - 

District of Columbia Wells for stairs District of Columbia j. Every exea 
Mt). th purpose ¢ | nig 

Kansas City o. All timbe sed in the cons t ff 3 Lt 2 I 
k b dings shall be straight-grained and tree ft arg ind 10 5 I \reas mus y 

ike! gs es d eros nta ‘ 

p. I ad re t n 6/ exce] iw ) a g. J vy « i ‘ 4 
rrup s of suitable « s 8 ‘ 4 

q. A iil beams ill be pr s " i s , 
’ ] ends of ind f ts k ! y : m. Ey i g 

t spla , t \ I i 

s. NN Loo? tne iv ‘ t ! 5 Ss [ Z rw ni W cs Ail D ss tha or 4 

” witl permit f nh Super les nd ho ¢ Kansas City 
no support 

Louisville Louisville 
Memphis t. All ibers ling & Memphis i). 

fré rot or other imperfection w ts stre i be dr ‘ir i nm. Open a ss j 
lime ns suital for} pos s m o. I ley , 1 exce 

ss. All floor sts ‘ st $h0r 5 tions " a p 4 I excava 
All joists or beams resting art alla gs, t jations 
h i wa s nh i t s ss 

un iL \ t itt ‘ j) . 

P N j r be 8 ‘ Sur ‘ vl I lé partit 

xcep at cam Siall s y I 

Milwaukee a] hy; (i Milwaukee 

them 
Minneapolis me (7 Minneapolis N irea (o ta ‘ sha 
| b ss ry ga a Ad i ets 4 ya va ft less i thar 

I ] 4 we pipes s i t rs) ‘ int a t 12"" f 
at : 

bea Nashville p. Alls t uy 

Nashville ‘ prev 4 a 
Newark :—F beams rest 4/ : i e r Newark 
ttom to top, so that top of bea es enter 

New Orleans New Orleans 
New York: —(j): (t e New York i). OF ireas all i 
Every header tr more than 4 long shall t stirr 

S b} ekness for 
\ g suppo I t bea s iW Ses sha I e 

v br S, OF s of suf p ‘ 
G . . be of s nyt and d ir 8a Omaha i 

nd any posed u i = &s Philadelphia ( ‘ 
er stain t veig f 200 pounds ‘ f to footwa , , , 

rs that res r the exc sive i we eet 

Omaha oO m) and s “dl. Pittsburgh Ce amb i 

A t ymers au eaders sha b é Wid 4 ( = 

All tail beams s e pl t i ne . Providence I t g la 
r), and sha 8 ew ex id ave bed of ule of I 
j), withoutay Lisp a 4 or sha + pa 

Philadelphia 
‘ - 

Pittsburgh Ex P 

Providence mays (7). I x Y x ¢ 
t beams 8 have a bea J ast 4// at St. Louis ve pers¢ eXCava 

St. Louis gw I ! all fer : 5 

San Francisco All t und sed s s San Francisco 
ind free !f n = 

I i 1e@A an 6/ é Ph 8 I 

ing "1 per wi git 8 ps 

Gir 5 and ums and I I 8 I 
east 8’ Va rg i s r 

Pipes sl be cut it eams me un 3ff . . r 

bh 1" beams less tha wa I " f , ” 

dey I in t ‘rin be : Z t I 

in all t lings w sts han live p 8 ‘ 
solid bridging set se rely naile Said lines gs ‘ 

2 apa and s be less thar ” n prev 1s 

Ss ke a 

Every beam, jois vearing ber sha s ast 4/” va Z 
sive of < ns 

} s : ” 
exclu y 

Wilmington : — The ends of joists and beams sha ‘ tto a Splay of 
17, shorter at t Lop edge. 

BUILDING LAWS. — XIIL. 
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Cellars and Excavations. 
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CASTS FOR THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF NEW 

YORK.) 

YOMETHING more 

than a year and a 

half having elapsed 

since the organization of 

the committee of gentle- 

men who set before them- 

selves the task of forming 

a collection of casts to be 

presented to the Metro- 

politan Museum in the 

name of the people of 

New York, there are 

doubtless many interested 

in the project who would 

be glad to know how it 

is succeeding, and what 

has already been done. ... 

To begin at the begin- 

ning, the “ tentative lists” 

of the collection, which 

were prepared by Profes- 

sors Marquand and Froth- 

— He Dic. ingham and myself last 
‘ nent.” + year, and published by the 

committee, were intended 

irideaota complete colle ction in the respective depart- 

nents which each of us undertook; that is, as the ultimate scheme 

ywards which the mmittee might look forward, though not with 

hope that it could wrried out in anything like entirety with 

3100 1) which th nmittlee proposed to raise. It was the 

lesire of committee that its scheme its ideal scheme, I may 

uy, ind ction to what it was thought possit le to undertake for 

the present should it le, in Greek or Renaissance sculpture for 
instan e, every st ie, ist and relief that would be of real service 

as a mod or th tist, and every fragment that would serve a 

purpose in 1 " ’ history of the art, whether in a major or a 

minor phase. Even so slight a restriction as this at once excludes 

s vast number of w cs which we look at aimlessly as we stroll 
oth the n : ims I E irope, because what they have to teach is 

taught so m ‘tter Dy ther specimens of the same type and age. 

{ heretore, in e Greek and Roman and the Medieval departinents, 

ep selection had to play an important part, still leaving 
the result, as | said before, beyond the immediate hopes or expecta- 

Lions i MNMILL ee 

Such being the case, our satisfaction may be imagined when it was 

found, after an investigation which lasted several months, and was 

irried on principally in Europe, that the collection represented in 

the “ Tentative Lists,”” instead of being an ldeal one, so far as the 

committee was concerned, was almost within its reach; and that if it 

should be possible to increase the $100,000 for which the members 

were asking to $125,000 or thereabouts, the Museum might possess 
actically as it is planned there, exception being made, 

of individual works of which, for various reasons, casts 

cannot be made. This naturally gave a new impetus to the project, 
und, oh the tinal amount has not yet been raised, the sub- 

ptions have been so generous — aggregating about $80,000 up to 

late that the members of the committee have felt warranted in 

yoing ahead with the plan in its entirety, not spending more than 
they have, but confident that when this amount is expended they 

lay rely upon pu nerosity to aid them in carrying the work to 

EGYPTIAN ART. 

lo come now to what has actually been ordered or arranged for 

we will begin, theref sgyptian. Unfortunately, it is 
nposs ot t sculptures which would give 

this department es her because they retain traces 

‘ r. which w is to take moulds from them, 

ecause ‘ i h would suffer in the process. 

Still. the lection w | ably number forty or fifty works, so 

elected as to be representative of the scuipture of he ancient, 

middle and new ¢ mpires an i the Ptolemak p ‘a it probably 

the figure which will € most cordially welcomed In this section is 

ttle friend, the “Vj lage Chief, the woouen statue which has 

» been familiar in histories of Egyptian art and manners, but of 
Ww h only one cast has hitherto been made —that in the Troea 

Che authorities of the Ghizeh Museum properly refuse to 

allow casts to be taken from the original now, on account of the 
perishable nature of the wood; but for the possibility of having a 

py made from the one in the l'rocadéro, which is in itself a unique 

ct. we are indebted to the generous interest of Mr. Halsey C. 
Ives, the direct of the art department of the World’s Fair, of 

: =m 1 ll ° } 
whose idness and liberality | shall have occasion to speak later. 

Ihe “ Village Chief” is on the list of casts to be furnished for the 

Exhibition by the French Government, and we have been allowed to 
ike advantage olf the « | port inity to secure a replica for this collec- 

1». With the new world of possibilities which solar prints have 

Extracts f a im ication t the New York Evening Post by Mr. 

Edward K ns ator f Greek and Roman Antiquities at the Boston 

Vius fl Arts 

| 
| 

| 

opened to us, it will be a simple matter to illustrate with large and 

satisfactory photographs those works of which casts may not bé 

made; and if, in the ultimate arrangement of the casts belonging to 

the Museum, this and the Willard collection are combined, the 

Egyptian section will represent as much as can be represented 

through reproductive processes of the history of Egyptian sculpture 
and architecture. 

CHALDZAN, ASSYRIAN AND PERSIAN. 

Of Chaldean sculptures, all that now remain above ground might 

almost be counted upon the fingers of both hands. There are a few 

isolated specimens in the British Museum, illustrative of the period 

when this art was entirely under Assyrian influence; and, aside 

from these, we have only the few fragments brought to light by M. 
de Sarzec, which are now in the Louvre. Casts of two are already 

in the Metropolitan Museum, and to them we have added four 

which teach all that is to be learned from the series. They are in- 

teresting as showing the characteristics of a primitive art which was 

growing up at the side of Egyptian, but independent of it. 
rhe collection of casts from Assyrian reliefs given to the Museum 

by Mr. Marquand is so complete that little will be added to it. It 

comprises almost everything of importance in the British Museum 

We had hoped to add the colossal winged bull and lion which stand 

at the entrance of the Nimroud Gallery of that museum, as without 

some rood specimens of those colossal beasts the cone eption which 

can be given of Assyrian sculpture, especially in its relations to 

architecture, must remain inadequate. Casts can no longer be made 

from these, however, and for the present the collection will be in- 

complete in this respect. The additions which will be made to th 

Marquand collection are few in number, and of importance princi 

pally in filling one or two gaps. ‘There will probably be a consider 

able number of impressions of Assyrian seal-cylinders, selected with 

reference to their art rather than the inscriptions upon them. 

rhe section of ancient Persian art will undoubtedly be a surprise 

to the public when it is exhibited, as it has already been to the com- 

mittee. In the “ Tentative Lists ” there were but two items on this 

page, about the possibilities of one of which I was very doubtful. 

rhanks to two fortunate circumstances this section has unexpectedly 

developed into one of exceptional interest and importance. The 

first of these is the fact, which I did not know when the lists wer¢ 

prepared, that the authorities of the Louvre have allowed casts to be 

taken from the beautiful enamelled brickwork brought from Susa to 

Paris by M. and Mme. Dieulafoy, as the result of their excavations, 

and that there is in Paris an artist who can color these casts in ex- 

act imitation of the originals. Those who are familiar with the re- 

liefs will remember how much they depend upon color for effect, 

and will realize how poor an impression of their magnificence could 
be given in a plain white cast. They will therefore be glad to know 

that the most beautiful section of the Frieze of the Archers — that 

containing five figures — has been ordered, and is now being painted 

by the artist referred to, M. Albert Laurent. , 

The other: circumstance alluded to is the project of having casts 

made of everything at Persepolis, which is worth preserving in this 

form. This project was originated by Mr. Cecil Smith of the Brit- 

ish Museum, on his return from a recent expedition through Persia. 

Learning that it was impossible that these remains should ever be 

transported from Persepolis to the sea, and that vandalism would 

probably cause their entire disappearance in afew years, Mr. Smith 

determined to make an effort to have casts taken from them while 

there was yet time. Lord Savile and Mr. C. Weld-Blundel being in- 

terested in the matter, the three formed themselves into a committee 

I for it s accomplishment, as a private enterprise for the benefit of art 

and science. ‘Through the influence of the British Foreign Office 

the necessary permissions were obtained from the Shah, and last 
winter Mr. Weld-Blundel, with two /formatori, went to Perse po- 

lis, and began operations. As I happened to be in London at the 

time when these plans were maturing, | was able to offer the finan- 

cial co-operation of our committee in carrying on this work; and 

through the arrangement made by Mr. Smith, the Metropolitan Mu- 

seum will be entitled to the second copies of such casts as the com- 

mittee may select from the moulds which Mr. Weld-Blundel brings 

back. ‘The first copies of the complete set will naturally go to the 

British Museum. With Susa and Persepolis thus beautifully repre- 

sented, the Persian section will surely be one of the special features 

of the collection. 

GREEK AND ROMAN. 

To come now to Greek and Roman art, how shall I attempt to 

give any idea of the wealth of material which will delight the stu- 

dent and artist alike in this department? ‘The collection of Classical 

sculpture will not be the largest in the world, as that of Berlin will 

still surpass it, probably by considerable. But there is a good deal 

in that collection which it was not thought advisable to include in this, 

at all events at the beginning, if for no other reason than that of size; 
for if a Classical collection as complete as that of Berlin were to be 

added to others as large as our Medieval and Renaissance sections 
promise to be, the Park Commissioners might we ll begin to wonder 

whether it was the intention of the committee to leave any outdoor 

space whatever in Central Park. If the present plans are success- 

fully carried out, the Greek and Roman department will be about as 

large as those of Strasbourg and Dresden, which rank next to Berlin 

in size, though it will include certain features not to be found in any 
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f those collections. I say if the present plans are successfully car- 

ried out, the doubt being due to the fact that we do not yet know ex- 

wtly what we can get from Greece itself and there are certain 

periods or types of Greek sculpture which are not adequately repre- 

sented in the museums of any other country, such, for example, as 

the archaic, and the beautiful series of gravestones decorated in high 

relief which have been found in and near Athens. And we should 

aturally wish to include the fruits of recent excavations, such as 

those at Epidauros and Lykosoura, which have brought to light some 

eautiful specimens of the art of the best periods, utterly unknown, 

nless through small photographs, to those who have not had the 

od fortune to visit Athens within the last year or two. 
The old cast-making establishment of Martinelli, in Athens, which 

years has been turning out casts which were just poor « nough to 

vive a tantalizing impression of the beauties of the originals, died a 

ural death within two years, and its moulds were sold to the | 

lian Government. They will probably be put into such repair as 

possible and be reproduc ed some time, but so far as I know noth- 

o has yet been done withthem. Meantime the Greek Government 

which, though charming and graceful, represent a distinctly lowe: 
plane of art. The Italian Ministry of Public Instruction has been 
extremely courteous in allowing moulds to be made from a number 
of the Herculanean sculptures which have never been reproduced 
before ; and indeed has shown a readiness to accede to our requests 
for similar permissions in other departments, which will be pro 
foundly appreciated by all 

this country. 
who are interested in art-education in 

MEDIA VAL WORK. 

It is the perio ls be tween the end of the Cl isslé al and the be rin 

ning of the Renaissance which have given us the most trouble, and 

which are gill the least advanced in the preparations for the collec 

tion. This is due to two causes: first, that, as there is very litth 

general demand for medieval work, only one or two cast makers have 
made a specialty of it; and second, that much of the most interest 

ing medieval sculpture is so intimately connected with architecture, 

often of colossal proportions, that it is extremely difficult to make a 
representative selection which shall be practicable within the limits 

} ynilding. of a inuseum 

ct, that of establishing a national foundry for plaster-casts, under 
rovernment control; and a special impetus has been civen to this 

is been taking steps towards the fulfilment of a long promised pro- | to be had in the open market of m 

i 

intention of the Greek 

as its official 

movement by the Chicago Fair, it being the 

Governme it to make a rich display ot casts there, exhi- 

Dr Waldstein has been good enough to look after our interests 

Athens, in connection with the preparations for hat collection, 

| all the 

I do not yet know how success 

he has been, but I understand that the work for Chicago is well 

under way, an i there ther 

ind to make the most of the opportunity to secure for us 

casts we desire from that quarter. 

ore seems good reason to hope that we 

nay have t reprodu ed 

from fresh, new moulds. He has written that it is the intention of 

the Greek Government to make a new mould from the Hermes of 

Praxiteles, and if this is done, the date of ow 

is one of the first ¢ pir 8. 

a list of the most interesting works in Greece, 

ordet ought to secure 

I shall not even try to enumerate the details of the Greek and 

Roman collection which we are sure of having, the su 

mye. Among the 

e groups from both pedynents of the temple of 

ect being far 

Oo more important and monumental works will 

f “Agina, complet 

(including some fragments recently cast for the first time); both p d- 

nent groups from the temple of 

} 
kt 

o? 
iM i} 

‘us at Olympia, which we hope to 

have as they are set up by Prof. Treu, in Dresde i \ n —that is, restored 

sufficiently to hide the most distressing gaps and mutilations, — and 

‘the Parthenon every fragment of which a cast can be had. 

What more beautiful or inspi imagined than 

ich it is to be hoped may some time contain the Parthenon casts 

of this and the Willard collections combined. : 

As an example of the character of the colossal temple-statues of 
the Phidian € poe h, we shall have a copy of the so-called * Ceres 

in the rotunda of the Vatican, which, so far as I know, has never 

been cast. In type, handling and feeling it has a strong re 

semblance to Attic works of the Phidian school, such as the maidens 

. f the Erechtheum and those on the Parthenon frieze; and though 
r the statue itself is a Roman copy, it shows the majestic simplicity of 

] | Poly- 

room Cah be 

before 

Phidian art and will 
cletus, Praxiteles, Lysippus, and the other great sculptors will be rep 

serve admirably as a representative. 

| 

resented by all the works which have been referred to them or their 

style, except that statues of which many replicas exist, like the 
“ Marble Faun ” wil! be illustrated only by the best extant copy, un 

less there be some especial reason for adding others. 

From the principal frieze of the great altar at Pergamon, there 

will be ten groups, which are all that have been cast up to the 
] There will be many ot present. j iers of the most splendid and 

characte ristic works of the Hellenistic age, Su h as the Samothr cian 

Victory, in the Louvre, with her the Farnese Hercules, the 

so-called ** Attalos group” of warriors, and so on. Animals will not 
be neglected, « ff this character being the ‘ 

horses of S. Mark’s, which, like all the oth 

} 99 
inest ** show-pilece 

- casts, will be the 

full size of the originals. Another feature of the classical department | ments we are not yet prepared to m ike any annoumeement. "I he 

will be a collection of casts from small bronzes, many of which are | same is true of the earlier post-classical ep chs. Of the Syrian 

not only exquisitely beautiful in themselves but important in | churches, for example, we should be glad to have details illustrating 
illustrating tues described by ancient authors, of which no full-size | the transition fr mm the Classie to the later styles of ornament, but 

copy remains. Up to the present, about one hundred and twenty of | casts of these are not in the market, and an opport ty to hav 
these have been ordered. | them made has not yet been found. is ; 

Che most unique, and in some respects the most attractive group ; 

of the classical section, will be the collection of Hereulanean bronzes 
which is to be the gift of the treasurer of this committee, Mr. | nd one 

Edward D. Adams. By special arrangement with Signor de Petra, | collection o 
Director of the Must Oo N izionale of Naples, all the bronze statues ee n ivaln 

and busts discovered at Herculaneum, and published in his bo ive . idea 

‘La Villa Ercolanese,” are being reproduced i ’ inder his ‘ ted by 

2 immediate supervision, by Sabatino de Angelis, who is by far the 1 statue of 

a best of the numerous N l copyis ] talent and fe o y thirty 

his line work being rare in any generation. The copi to be his haps 

in exact imitation of the present i t sugees 
in color as well as form, and each p made |} 

approval of the director ‘before it is ship plan ha 

number eleven statues, twenty-tw irge busts, eight small busts, and 2 ( 

statuettes It w be a great t t to see these Herculanean ull his m ne il wor poss , cl lis er o1 

With surprisingly few exceptions, all that is 

ke f diwval casts consists of small 

details, bits of decoration, sections of ornament, and similar frag 

mentary pieces, which, useful tl uch thes are to the ar hitect and 

draughtsman, in a museum would give but a poor impression of thi 

rrandeur of medieval art. I have had the valuable assistance of 

Mr. H. Langford Warren, thie architect, who, having made ;: special 

study of the history of medieval art, and having also made inquiri« 

France and 
re of this department 

as to casts and cast-makers during alone tour through 
; , 

England, is admirably qualified to take char 

and has been kind en igh to place much of his time at the disposal 

of the committee. Still, Mr. Warren and myself were be ginning to 
, . 
I be discouraged at the chances of making anything like a worthy 

display of medizval art, when another of the f cireun inces 

‘terized the g@ the collection 

opened a new and splendid field of opportunities. This we owe to 
Mr. Ives, of our indebtedness to whom I have already spok ken. As 
is well-known, the French Government is taking an active interest 

in the Chicago Exhibition, and is doing everything in its power to 

make its exhibit worthy of the reputation f Fy ince in matters of 

art In the province of casts, especially, the authorities offered M 

Ives concessions of extreme value, the n 

permission to have copies made of what 

went ce 
1] . f na 

magni llections of the Troecadéro. 

has constantly characterized his administration of thi 

Director of the Departm nt of Art, Mr. Ives offered to extend thi 

privile ve to us, and to order for us such casts as we mi 

| 

} 
| 

| 
i have thus far ch 

} 
} 

} 
} 
| 

| 
| 

| 

This is but one of the many instances 

| the truth of his assertion that he acce 

| has been intrusted to him because of the opportunities it would give 

him to advance the artistic and educational interests of the country 
and I hope the Pe 

will be appreciated as it deserves to be. 

Acting at once upon Mr. Ives’s offer, Mr. Wari 

at large; good work he is doing in this dire¢ 

of forty in portant monuments represented in the Trocadéro, of | 

| which either the whole or details have been ordered, and these will 

form a splendid nucleus for the medieval collection. It would be 

| premature to announce just what they are at present, but they will 
| illustrate some of the most interesting specimens of Romanesque and 

| Gothic sculpture and architecture in France. As one « cample I 

may mention the porch of St. Gilles ill size TI also a 

} prospect, or a possibility, of the seum | Sessing a cast of one of 

| the most beautiful Gothi portals of the thirteenth century. It is 

} one which has never been reproduced before ; but this is a question 

| of dollars and cents, which still have to be considered, and cons« 

| quently it has not yet been possible to take final action on th 
| subje It would be a superb cift for some individual or association 

interested in the collection. 

English, German, Italian, and Spanish Gothic will also be repre 

sented as far as means and opportunity allow, but in these depart 

ee 

ee ee 

a 

\ 
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of this collection as has already been ordered 

Lex! ted Ihe list includes about 300 objects. 

n ih Renaissance s¢ ilpt ires Wiil 

. } . ] tT} na much smaller. The 

yn, Goujon, Priem i 

ise two countries will be shown with as mu 

es permit. . . . The committee is also consider 

ne face of the Fontaine des Innocents, which 

nost beautiful monument of the French Renais 

¢ definite with regard 

he collect l i ‘nd, for the present at 

rf tl Versailles busts of Loyis XVI, und 

having ce led that it was wisest to avoid 

5 Vi might ur trom an attempt 

7) empora works; and it ha I Pp } 
end ‘ teenth century as the bound 
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DEVELOPMENTS OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION 
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size, the increased interest on capital expenditure swells the cos 

and if we diminish the size, the extra machinery required increas 

it, and the coal-bill rises. It is an important function of the el 

rical engineer to determine in every case this most-economical 

of conductor. Large experience has generally led to finding th 

most-economical size to be such that the current density shall be 

than 500 amperes per square inch. The other tr i 

when many lamps are in use, and a large current is { 

more y 

tric pressure is reduced and the lamps are dim. The further dist 

a lamp is from the central stati ion the lower is its pressure, and 

difference in brightness of lamps is particularly observable in the di 

tant lamps. ‘Those near the station suffer no loss. ‘To increase t 
brightness of distant lamps during the busy hours. the pressur« 

the station may be slightly raised. Thus we generally find in cent 

station distribution that in the busy hours lamps near the station 

brighter than usual, and the distant ones are more dim. This is wi 

shown by diagrams of pressure taken on different parts of distri 

tion mains by self-recording apparatus. This solution of the trou! 

does not go far, however, as we cannot allow a large variation 

pressure in any lamp. The Board of Trade at present allow tl 

large fluctuation of eight per cent, and it is to be regretted tha 

the supply companies generally avail themselves to the full of th 
] latitude. ‘This is shown by recording volt-meters. 

: ; , : Agee 
For further improvement in the supply it is necessary to introd 

eeders, which are conducting wires going from the cent sta 

direct to « erin points on the network of distributing mains, wher 

the variation in volts is found to be large. No lamps being connect 

onto the length of these feeders, the full pressure can be supplied 

the point of dis ition without other lamps being raised in pressu 

‘ do not intend to pass further in review the general principles 

low tension distribution. ‘The problem and the rules to be follow: 

were ¢ ym pletely worked out in detail in my previous Cantor Le 

tures; and after these seven last years of yusy work, | have not or 

word to alter in all that I said at that date. 

Nor have | the intention in the present course to do what | 

” an interesting proceeding, viz, to describe the various 

tions which have been erected in these years, and analy 

} I cise their modes of working. Some of the stations with v 

myselt been connected as consulting engineer have been 

i son high tension, and it m it have been tl ig 

that I should give you the results of my pwn experi 

is is well known, | have largely devoted myself to a | 

1 the spot of a large proportion of the « il stations 

ex ience to occupy a few evenings with profit I have, howeve 

( alms in t e lectures, and des iptions of cen il stat 

not wanting to those who are sufficiently interested in them. I ha 

mys lf given full details of the machinery and methods employed 

some of the great ilropean stations in a paper read before the | 

stitution of Electrical Engineers in 1889. A very interesting accou 

f central stations in Germany, by all the best manufacturers, w 

yught out in a handbook published last year at Frankfort for 
. : ' } 1 
Exhi ion. My desire is to carry into these lectures the same spit 

l 
hat led to my previous Cantor Lectures, and to bring before eng 

icers the points that require attention to make our work as perfec I 
is possible, and to draw attention to the lines in which we may hoy 

to overcome the great drawbacks which still hamper the indust: 

und prevent it from furnishing such economical results as the ge 

| conditions of the problems warrant us in ¢ yr, It will, | 

hope, be found that there are engineering resources at our call which 

have yet to nvoked before we have reached the final solution « 

the problems. | 
As an example, I will point out to you one « wo facts in thi 

economy of the subject. One is that central-stati listribution, 

listinguished from isolated plants, involves a huge additional expel 

i listrib n ns Ihe cus ot these must, I om the nature { 

the case, be out of proportion to their earnings until the consume 

re much more closely packed than at presen 

Another fact is that our machinery is lying idl three-quarters 

the year, and earning no dividend. A third is that, owing to tl 

l h day that t 

we waste fuel in heating up most of our boilers for only a couple o 

s’ work in the evening. A fourth 

mited period during ea he maximum demand exist 

’ 
point 1s that, owing to the t 

irregularity Of the demand, we waste a creat deal of steam by work 

ing our engines much under their and « iomical load 

All these points will be fully el ated in the lect 8 Ihe 

result is that electricity in London costs twice as much as gas, that 

costs more to obtain it from a public supply than when manufactur 

(f a la rt cs b nel ) i the pr thiises, tila thie methe | VU 

le ing « is unfa those who have the longest hours « 

working. not be deceived by the optimisti alculatic 

of enthus nterested parties. “The electrical industry ha 

nothing to fear from competition, and the surest way of gaining tly 

onfidence of the public, and of making sound progress, is to open 

accept the true state of the case, and acknowledge the difficultic 

that hamper you, and then apply all the skill at your disposal t 
. , , } ..° & = ‘ f = 

overcome thes a lities. in illustra m of the points | have 
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that any one can set up a circuit of ten-ampére arc lamps with 

wnderground mains, and run them with good profit at a rate of £30 

ner annum, during all the hours that gas lamps are now use »d (4,000 

rs per annum). The cost of the mere current for these from a 

ipply company, at 7d. per unit, amounts to £58 6s. 9d., double what 
would be if privately worked. 

2, A careful comparison of the cost of lighting the Athenzeum 

Club with its own machinery, which has been done for many years, 
with the charges from a supply company at 7d. per unit, shows that 

he present cost is {894 per annum, including depreciation on 

whinery costing £1,608, as against £1,452, which the company 
Ww ild charge us. 

We must fairly recognize the fact that electricity is twice as dear 
s gas, and also that where we replace gas by electricity we must in- 

ease our expense in warming a house. When this has been granted, 

we must remember that we save much in decorating and in preserv- 

our books, that we abolish vitiated and dirty air, and that we 

an keep our rooms cool. These are suflicient recommendations for 

se who value cleanliness and health, and will spur the ingenious 

mong us to remove the confessed ager yews 

In order to perfect our systems of distribution in practice, we 

t kee p before our min Is the ideall y hero and depart from that 

urse only at the gain of decidedly practical advantages, and we 

sall often find that, if due caution is exercised, we can gain much 

y very slight departures from the ideally perfect. This is the spirit 

which has actuated the evolutionists of the modern dynamo, and 

ch enables us to be proud of our 96 per cent efficiency, while the 

team-engine, with a hundred years of brain-work and millions of 

money spent on its development, has reached only 80 per cent efh- 

ency in its mechanical working. [lad it not been for the scientific 

men who took up dynamo construction at the beginning, we would 
ave rested content with the 50 per cent efficiency originally offered 

. Brush and others in machines which were thoroughly well de- 

‘ened met hanically, and did their work thoroughly, if uneconomi- 

lly At first, designs of complicated character were introduced, 

whic h the rapidly revolving parts, those requiring most mechani- 

al strength, contained only the following materials : An iron 

spindle, a wooden hub, and an armature made of iron wire, wound 

with copper wire, the parts being joined and separated by millinery 

ind paper an l sealing-wax. The object of this ( onstruction was to 

minimize the losses. One weak part after another was discarded, 

ntil we now have a fairly strong and mechanical armature 
So in ele *( trical distrib ition. Te n years avo We sear hed for the 

leally best. In each case we made elaborate calculations of 

e probable consumption in different parts, and we tried 

re the relative size of feeders and distributing mains and their 

oints of connection as accurately as possible. We tried to select 

those points for attaching feeders that would use the least copper, 

ind we tried to devise means of regulating electric pressure in the 

to aver- 

feeders, so as to waste no more copper or electric ene rey than was 

absolute ly necessary. 

Ten years of practice in central-station wor king has now stereo- 

typed our practice a good deal; and while we do not always lead a 

conducting wire by the shortest route from each lamp to the central 

station; and while we do not always attach a feeder to the nearest 

part of the district it has to feed in normal conditions, still we always 
have these leading principles in mind while laying out a pli 

} 

in of elec- 

y adopt the veneral average results of our tric mains, and we readil 

experience in past work to simplify our system. 

CENTRAL-STATION SUPPLY VERSUS ISOLATED PLANT. 

At the date of my previous Cantor lectures the great question 

before our minds was whether central stations were economical. It 
was obviously far more convenient for the public to be supplied from 

a general source than for each one to generate his own ph nee ity ; 
le, except in the case of n fact, the latter plan would 

larve establishments. It was further obvious that the cost of both 

© impossil 

labor and coals in small plants would be far greater than ina central 

station. But the fact remained that, wit ith central stations, we had all 

the additional cost of mains run through the streets, involving enor- 
mous cost, not only in copper, but also in taking up streets, finding a 

way among all the underground pipes, and making all good again. 

We had just learned, from the experience of the telephones, that the 

more subseribers there were after a certain limit, extending to greater 

distances, the less dividends could be paid. Consequently, there 

were many men at that date who did not think that central stations 
could compete against isolated plants for even moderate-sized estab- 

lishments, and who saw no prospec t of small consumers being sup- 

plied, exct pt by 1 nei oht rs Cc lub bing toge ther to generate electricity 

for themselves. Fortunately the verdict has hitherto generally been 

that current can be economically generated in, and distributed from, 

central stations, and the proof is in the enormous ramification of 

electric circuits now occu pying r the beds of the streets of London. | 

do not know the case of any town in the world where such enormous 

ened for permanency —has been made in so short a 
time. From 1882 to 1889 the legislative enactments restrained and 

held, as in a leash, the spirit of the age (which is electrical). In the 

last-named year, M yjor Marindin, acting for the Board of Trade, 

held the great inquiry in London, besides minor ones in other towns, 

as to what powers were to be granted to what companies. From the 

moment that his re ports were acce pte -d, the forces which had so ong 

progress — desi 

been restrained burst forth, and the pioneers, like released grey- 

hounds, darted after their prey, and the whole place was in the 

hands of the electricians. All the work was well done, and will 

remain: and we may well be proud of what has been accomplished. 

But while thus congratulating ourselves, we must not overlook the 

fact that we are prevented by several causes from supplying elec 

tricity so cheaply as might be hoped. I have alrea udy given you the 

figures with respect to one large club, and [ could give you many 
othe ‘rs to show that at present, for a large establishment using lie rhit 
for long hours, an isolated plant is the cheaper. It is particul irly to 

be remarked that the average number of hours that a licht is in use 

is barely two hours a day. Hence, during the greater part of the 

twenty-four hours, the mains in the street are lying practically idle, 

the boilers and engines are earning no dividend, while the managing 

staff would have no more work if all the customers used the light fo: 

longer hours. Hence, during the greater part of the day, the cost 

of producing an additional electric Board of ‘Trade unit is little more 

than the cost of the coal, certainly not 2d. a unit, while for a few 

hours in the evening it is at least three times as much. You see. 

then, how hard a fixed price per unit is on clubs and other places 

where a steady large supply is wanted for long hours. This is on 

reason why the public supply to the Athenw#um Club would cost £500 

more than the cost of making it on the premises. This is why the 
cost of an electric-arc lamp for street lighting would be double what 

it would if not obtained from a supply company. If we had any 

means of supplying electricity for a short time as che aply as at the 
full output all ‘the. twenty- four hours, we should reduce the selling 
price to one -third of what it is now. 

ELECTRICITY VERSUS GAS. 

At the present time, electricity in towns often costs twice as mach 

as gas, and it is not every one who can see that the gains counte1 
balance the extra expense. It certainly saves expense in decoration, 
it is far more healthy, and in valuable buildings like the British 
Museum, it alone can permitted, as giving absolute imi nunity from 

fire where properly carried out. The same remark applies to all 

private houses. When a curtain or a dress is blown by the wind or 
otherwise brought into contact with a gas jet we have a fire. When 
this happens with an incandescent lamp we have absolute immunity. 
But by taking advantage of the facility of putting out a light in a 
bedroom when done with, Great economies can be ett ail In care 

households. There is one case in which electricity beats cas and 

other illuminants, not only cleanliness, health and security fron 

fire, but also in economy, and that is in country houses. I could 

bear this out by numerous examples. One large old castle in Scot 

land, where the risk of fire was great, and the electric light was in 

troduced primarily for security from fire, offers a rood example. y ) 

Here there are 210 lights of 16 candk power installed, the hous 

has always been full, and the lights much used. The installation 

cost £1,800, and last year, the second of wor King, an accurate note 

of all the expenses, labor, coal, ete., comes to £75. Nothing 

approaching to this could have been got from gas manufactured o1 

the premises, and, at the rates charged by supply companies, the 

cost would have been over £300. 

BATTERIES. 

I must conclude this part of my subject with some mention of a 
class of electrical apparatus which has been linproved more than 
saything else in connection with low-pressuré s ipply since I gave 

my previous Cantor lectures. The position which I then took up 

was this, that there was no plan for electric lighting so satisfactory 

as the secondary-battery plan, but it was hopeless to think of it 
until one important element was invented, ramely, a_ practical 

secondary battery. That desideratum is much nearer realization. 

last ten years dynamos have been much improved, and so 

have lamps, but in no branch has the improvement equalled that in 

In the 

Ser mdary batteries. 

[hese improvements are partly in the way of makin 
more substantial, and less liable to buckle or sca r for llet 

and part ly in their management, the chief step in the 

ter direction coming from the discovery that batteries will stand 

any amount of overcharging, and really improve in the process, and 

also that they should never be allowed to run down, and that low 

specific gravity should be remedied by persistent overcharg 

' 
o drop out I 

? ; 
“i tu at rare intervals. Lo 

keep batteries in a high state of preservation in this way involves 

recourse to adding acid being only resorts 

great expense, from the frequent overcharging, and also from the 
fact that, if we never take much out of the battery, we must have a 
larger outlay in them to do our work. At the present time, the only 

objection to batteries is their expense, and that is now far less 

serious than six years ago, when their life was very short. Second- 

ary-batteries are often called accumulators, or storage-batteries. 
acco rdin gy to the purpose tor which the y ar warts 1. They are 

ised for five different purposes —(1) As regulators; (2) to replace 

ivanune, and give workmen a rest at idle hours; (3) to add tot 
total out-put of acentral station at a time of maximu 

a reserve in case of breakdown, and (5) 
lemand; (4) as 

high pressure in the streets to low pressure i » house 

are most useful purposes and seem so desirable that many « ompanies 

have adopted them even at a greater cost of supplying t he el gute ity. 
Of course you will always find the manufacturers of any such sper 
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pla iving that it does not increase the cost to use it, and when, 
as ot n ha ) ns, the manufacturer acts also as consulting enginee r, 

uu may expect t use of such plant to be more extensive than 

costliness warrants. This has been the case in England in 

many cases, but it not to be regretted by the general public, be- 

use these cases have ven us much valuable experience. In this 

vear, 1892, however, the improvements in storage batteries are such 

hat it hardly ts nytl ny mor to use them than to do without 

n na we e the lesirabilit for storage of some kind in our 

centr tat - much in actual working, that we may hope the 

ne Ww S i of storage will be possible for 

é iting so that we will not require to 

‘ ) f ) 3 t for a few hours work. When a battery 

central station it acts as a regulator, 

teady in spite of irregularities in the engine. 

| ) not t in nport unt point in central stations, but it 

1 | ts worked by a gas-engine. The battery in the 

‘ however, offers a splendid means of regulating 

fe , which can then be supplied at any 

ress with « ent, and th ze of copper can then be chosen to 

fulfil t ‘ 10 law of being proportioned to the curt and 

jot » tl i i : iw f making the resistance of all feeders 

equal. Much d yn has arisen about the value of accumulators 

ntra tions, but is remarkable that, up to the present time, 

t ) iva ige has | 1 overlooked, which is that you can 

shun n the mains as a means of regulating the 

p l 1 to feeders. ‘This action is the only solution that 
y ves perfect satisfaction. I do not believe 

that t du yn wccumulators into a central station has ever 
| many ways it leads to a better service, 

und in no way n in in this which I have just indicated. So 
mucl , ept in the few cases where economy 

f t, or in some cases where a fall of water is 

| f power, | not think that any low-tension continuous 

er tation on a large seale is complete without a small 

lhe other use of accumulators as trans- 

‘ f high pressure into low pressure belongs to the subject of 

WHAT ELECTRICIANS MEAN BY “EARTH.” 

CRs Se — weyers Begs "} nella git 

est & ina Daim nn lan 
ae ! a er a See 

P a alajara 

ERHAPS Sydney F. Walker, in the Electrical Review, no 

P : a more puzzling nomenclature than electricity. 
Ie vineers ha named their units after the great men 

who ve Ww ed in their ranks, and by so doing have perpetuated 
s of those men, as possibly nothing else could have done. 

| th volts, ohms, amperes, farads, ete., are sad 
stum . those who would like to know a litth ot the 

me to make a set study of it. But all 
é rineers, probal lv “earth” is “te most 

“1 electrical engineer, the man who has 

fe in the service of the science, has 

it is meant by “earth,” in a particular case. 

Ilo those » have not studied the subject follow its 

| L 
tr ce, before we knew anything 

s when its use was confined 

‘ to ex ments shown in the laboratory, we had not 

lti In th lavs “earth” meant earth, and nothing 

} ‘ <ed upon then as something very much 
| flowed in wires instead of pipes, it was 

earth as the great natural reservoir of 

was posed water; and the resem 

‘ sav As known, you can always 
i Par in the earth’s erust, and 

irry off, more or less readily, all 

v tn 1 it. So, too, the early electricians 

it t » side of their frictional machines to 

in t ise t f the room they could go on generat- 

i sf t was charged from the prime conductor. 

| f : that tion to the earth in the form of their 
wy \ iin class of experiments. Later on, 

it an electric current sent through a 

g W 1 return to the place of genera 

y nd, same idea prevailed. Old text-books 

tell the lent to regard a vanic battery as apparatus something 

° 

like a pump drawing water from a well, able to draw an inexhausti| 

supply of electricity from the ground at one place, and to p 
electricity into the ground, ad infinitum, at another place. 

A study of old text-books, and even some modern ones, will pl 

rare havoc with the ideas held about “earth,” held in connecti 

with electric-lighting supply, for instance. In charging the elec 

phorus, for example, the student is told to put the brass plate t 

earth”; to discharge it, in fact, by touching it with his fing 

And the plate was, and is, so discharged. Fancy trying to dischai 

a 10,000 volt transformer in that way. 

About the time of the advent of the telephone, it be van to 

realized that the part played by “earth” as a return for telegra) 

circuits was not exactly what it had been supposed. It was grad 

ally recognized that the return current passed through the surfa 

of the earth’s crust, using whatever paths might be open to it, ver 

much in the same way that the current passed in the wire formir 
the other portion of the circuit above ground. The only differen 

between them was that, while the locality of the current passing 
the wire was fairly certain, that of the current passing through tl 

ground was not so certain. A portion of the return current fre 

Manchester to London, for instance, might go round by way 

Glasgow or Aberdeen, if there happened to be a path for it by « 

of those routes. 

The development of the telephone, with its often troublesom: 

cross talk,” which was traced to earth connections, in a gr 
measure gradually drove the old ideas of the reservoir quite out 

the field. Especially was this so when it was reported from Ame 

that messages sent in one telephone wire had been heard on anothe 

telephone wire separated six miles from the first, the only possib 

connection being the earth’s crust, to which both wires were <« 

nected. Gradually it came to be recognized by practical men tl | 
‘earth” consisted of the conducting matter, such as moisturs 

mineral veins, etc., held in the earth’s crust, with any metals buri 

there. But then came another trouble over this question of eart] 

How did “earth” effect a lightning discharge? and what wa 

earth” for a lightning-rod ? Surely the old idea held good here 

Lightning came down the copper rod to “ earth,” and was discharged 

Unfortunately, lightning does not always behave in this prope 

fashion. Professor Oliver Lodge has rearranged our ideas upon tl 

point. He has even maintained that the “earth” our forerunners 

worshipped is rather a drawback than otherwise. Some of us sti rf 
believe in “earth” for lightning-rods, though we prefer it of 

different form usually to the old patterns; our views in the matte 

being based upon what we have learned as to the use . the co 

ductors in the earth’s crust and in connection with other ppari 

And, now, when we are congratulating ourselves upon hav ote at 

eached the gnity of supplying electric light from generatin 

stations, just as 8 has beee supplied int ng the memory of the 

oldest of us, comes “earth” again, but it means something quit 

different, and yet the same. ; 

Now, if a man standing on the ground touches an electric-light 

wire carrying a high tension current, and receives a smart shock, | 

is said to have “earthed” the line, or the electric-light servik 

through his body. So, too, when a naked copper wire, used fo 

delivering ita to a series of arc lamps, touches an iron lam} 

post, and thereby interferes with the working of the lamps beyond, 

it is said there is “earth” on. Again, when the possibility of user 

of electric light, “ke are supplied by high-tension circuits, getting 

shocks is discussed, we are shown various devices for putting thi 

circuit to “earth,” should such a contingency arise. But in t) 

cases the meaning of “earth,” though sufficiently the same as i: 

those previously noticed to warrant the retention of the name, 

really quite different. “ Earth” is not necessary in these cases, a 

it was in the early days of ele« tricity, with frictional machines. Nor 
do we use “earth” to save us one cable, as we do with telegraph 

wires, and as we may with telephone wires. It is true that in a 
recent lawsuit over some electric-lighting patents “earth’ was 

brought very much in evidence; but it was shown that what was 

meant was an uninsulated metallic return cable, and that the cabk 

might be insulated if you liked. It is also true that certain electric 

tramways in America, and in this country, use what they call 

earth” for their return current; but they do not mean “earth ’ in 
the old sense —they mean a set of condue “tors, the rails that happen 
to be on the ground. In electric-lighting work we get as far away 

from “earth” as possible. To any but “elec ‘trical engineers of con 
siderable experience a recent report that has been made by a Boar 

of Trade inspector, must be exceedingly puzzling. Shocks wert 

obtained from the water-service in a house in St. James’s, and a gas 

meter had one of its sides, which rested against a damp wall, eaten 
through by electrolytic a¢ ction. The water and gas service is referred 

to as being several volts above the conduit in which the cables of oo 

Electricity Supply Company were laid; and further on it is stated i 

one part of the report that earth, which should be eelate zero of 

electrical potential, had a difference of 190 volts with one of tl 

sup ply -mains, the normal pressure of the service being 220 volt 

What does all this mean? What does “earth”? mean here ? 
In connection with electric-ligh supply, where two insulated rht 

cables are used, “earth” may be taken to mean any conductor, such 

as water and gas pipes, iron kate a ete., that may be present in 
the ground, and which are all more or less in ele: 

with each other, by reason of the moisture which 
trical connection 
is held in suspen 

sion in the soil, as well as in bricks, wood and even in the hardest 
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nes present. But, and here is the point where this “earth” 

varies from what we called “earth” These masses of metal, 

lamp ground, ete., should have no connection with the electric- 

shting service at all; they are at absolute zero, because they are, 

should be, absolutely neutral. Whenever they become connected, 
either directly or indirectly, with any portion of the electric-lighting 
circuit, they are no longer at zero of electrical potential, because no 

ver neutral, and form part of the electric-lighting system, just as 

if they had been regularly calculated for and laid as the cables were ; 

| the danger, when such a connection exists, is not from any 

before. 

ant 

reservoir having been suddenly tapped, as a water-bearing fissure 

may be in a mine, but in the suddenly bringing within the influence 

the electrical pressure created at the central station, of a system 

f conductors that are of uncertain and varying measurements, and 

e beyond the control of the engineer. 

THALE 

Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and 
yuate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost. | 

DETAIL OF THE TELEPHONE BUILDING, MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS. 

MESSRS. FEHMER & PAGE, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS. 

jelatine Print issued with the luternational and Imperial Editions only.) 

HOUSE OF COLIN GARDNFR, ESQ., MIDDLETOWN, 0. MESSRS. G. 

W. RAPP & W. M. AIKEN, ARCHITECTS, CINCINNATI, 0. 

yppule SE plans were prepared for the remodelling of an old house 

obs 41’'x 49 (the rear wall then being that of the butler’s pantry ) 
but the work had barely begun when the owner determined to 

molish the entire building and erect a new dwelling, but to follow 

e lines of the old plan as closely as possible. ‘The front vestibule 

as an elliptical domed ceiling and is paved with white vitreous tiles. 

There is a panelled wainscot and beamed ceiling in the main hall, 

the walls of which, above the panelling, are covered with J; apanese 

ar leather. The dining-room is also wainscotted and above is 
shed with tapestry paper, on the w: alls, and moulded plaster ribs 

the ceiling. The opening between dining-room and stair-hall 

may be closed by a screen (ten feet long) panelled below and 

arcaded above, having turned and carved colonnettes separating 

ilternate fruit and flower subjects in richly 

s screen is hung from a moulded cornice and slides along the side 

the stair-hall. The billiard-room has leather paper on the walls 

and the decoration of the ceiling is within an inscribed ellipse. The 
music-room has moulded plaster ribs, and a roccoco design in lowe: 

lief interlacing them, on the ceiling.. The space under a portion 

the main stairway is finished as an elliptical arch. ‘The recess 

wr the upper portion of stairway is treated as a niche, with shell- 

like decoration above. ‘The front hall of second story is arcaded, 
the intermediate spaces having elliptical decorations, and it is 

eparated from the rear hall by a glazed screen. The ceiling of 

itchen is depressed at sides and raised at centre towards a register 

ind flue) for better ventilation. ‘The hall, staircase and dining- 

om are finished in quartered white oak; the music-room and 

lliard-room in mahogany; and all of these have oak floors; the 

emainder of the house is finished in southern yellow pine. The 

les for hearths and facings of mantels were specially imported from 

Holland. The house is lit by electric light. Ihe principal feature 

f the house, is the piazza, which is 14’ 0” wide and 70’ 0” long 

exclusive of the two returns, of 14’ 0” at each end. 

painted a light yellow, with white trimmings and very dark green 

inds. 

1 } 
colored mosaic (lass 5 

The exterior is 

BLOCK OF HOUSES ON THE 

MESSRS. CHARLES BUEK & CO., 

RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

NEW CLUB HOUSE FOR THE PSI UPSILON 

UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. MESSRS 

HOPPIN, ARCHITECTS, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

SOCIETY, BROWN 

HOPPIN, READ & 

STUDY FOR A GREEK—LETTER SOCIETY CLUB HOUSE, MR. W. F. 

WILLIS, ARCHITECT, YORK, PA. 

OFFICE FURNITURE FOR DR. C. 8. WARD, BRIDGEPORT, CONN, 

MR. C. T. BEARDSLEY, JR., ARCHITECT, BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

Additional Illustrations in the International Kdition.| 

WINDOW-SHUTTER AND CUPBOARD—DOOR FROM THE 

SY-SARYEH, ARABIA. 

(Copper-plate Engravings 

THE CATHEDRAL OF 8ST. ROMBAULT, 

[Gelatine Print.] 

MALINES, BELGIUM. 

ALMOST every traveller brings away from each tour the memory 

of one overwhelming emotion and with us the most vivid impres- 
sion of a recent trip is connected with this cathedral. It is an 
impression that any one may repeat and so we give the recipe, as 

MOSQUE OF 

follows : — Enter the evil-smelling little town late on a warm Sunday 
afternoon in Spring: select a nimble-footed commissionaire to wheel 

ge luggage to the “ Cheval d’Or,” and follow him, dawdling as little 

by the way as the character of the scene will allow. 

Still in spite of e ffort, you will find yourself entering one end of the 
Grande Place just as charette and baggage disap ypear at the 

Not having the remotest idea where the hotel really is, you will 
hurry across the open space with your eyes unobserving of things 

about you but steadily fixed on the entrance of that particular little 

street down which you saw your disappear. As you 

reach that you see the street empty but a door on the right just 

closing and, yourself, springing through it 
in a little ten-by-twelve court-yard. 

there sounds right above your head 

picturesque 

other. 

belongings 

are brought up all standing 

Before you have time to spe ak, 

a peal of chimes than whic h you 

will hear few more melodious and, looking up, you see right above 

you— and it is the only thing the limits of the court allow you to 

see with the low sunlight and soft shadows rich upon it, the tower 

of the Cathedral directly overhanging and threatening to let fall into 

the space about you some bit of stone crumbled from its top. ‘The 

sight will make your heart ump as much in perturbation as in very 

joy and exultation at its beauty and unexpected impressiveness. 

The tower is one of great intended richness and in its unfinished 

state —it is only 324 feet high is extremely effective A better 

idea of scale can be had by knowing that the clock-dial measures 49 

feet in 

excuse for using a negative which otherwise would never have seen 

the light 

diameter. ‘The publication of Prout’s drawing gives an 

rHE CATHEDRAL, 

Tue Cathedral of Rombault, in Mechlin, or Malines, is the 

work of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. but it only by a 

close examination that the differences of styl e appa ent. The 

principal nave was constructed in the fi irteenth century, but it 

appears from a distich in Flemish that the vaulting was not com- 

pleted until 1451. The choir was vaulted in 1487. The 

therefore, a late example of Gothic, and the intentions of the 

MALINES, BELGIUM. 

designers were never realized, owing to the difliculty of obtaining 
money. That under such circu inces the Cathedral should be so 

grandiose in treatment is a convincing proof of the power of the 

forgotten architects. From whatever point of view it is seen, we 

are struck with the massiveness of the parts. The tower, which is 

about 320 feet high, is little more than one-half of its conte mplated 

altitude. If carried out as proposed it would have excelled its 

numerous rival Yet the tower surmounts the pr He ip ll entrance, 

and, with all its massiveness, rests | on the walls of the buildin 

RIVER HOUSE, TITE STREET, CHELSEA, ENG. MESSR&. 

A. R. A. & GARNER, ARCHITECTS. 

BODLEY, 

NEW MARINERS’ CHURCH, ST. IVES, ENG. MR. EDMI 

PLYMOUTH, ARCHITECT. 

ND SEDDING, 

Huis new building is to be built amongst the homes of the 

men of St. Ives, Cornwall, on a very picturesque site. 

NEW PARK ROAD WESLEYAN CHURCH, ST. LEONARDS-—ON-SEA, ENG. 

WESLEYAN CHURCH, BEXHILL, ENG. 

[ The editors cannot pay atte ntion demands of corre spondents who 

forget to give their names and addresses as guaranty of good faith; 
nor do they hold themselves re s} msible for opinions expressed hy 

their correspondents. | 

SWISS CHALETS 

PHILADELPHIA, PA., September 1, 1892. 

To THE Epirors OF THE Pains AN ARCHITECT 

Dear Sirs, Car 1 you recommend to us any w rk riving liustra- 

tions of Swiss chalets, or any set or list of photographs in which 

they may be found? Very truly yours, PHILADELPHIA.” 
** Les Construction n B le is ’ v Ernest Gladbach, pub- 

lished by Vve. A. Morel, Paris, is in its way an excellent book. Besides 

this there are Graffenried and Sturler’s i ture Sui ” and 
Hochstetter’s “ Schweizer Holzarchitect Eps. AMERICAN ARCHI- 
rECT. 

Sa ony 

es TEPING, 
ee 

Tue Worvn’s Finest Rattway Srarions.—A small party of 
civil engineers dined together at the Manufacturers’ Club a tew days 
ago, and, over the coffee and cigars, the new terminal station of the 

teading Railroad and the proposed new station of the Pennsylvania 

Road at Broad and Market Streets, were the subjects discussed. Apro 
pos of this topic, Caldwell Fothingale of Trenton, who was one of the 
party, remarked: ‘‘I have been looking into the subject of fine rail 
road stations recently, and we Americal ul no means the only 
people who go in for very fine ones. Probably the most costly one on 

en 
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Cannon Str 

ost ST 250.000 

Janssen, th 

Toe Mont 

station, which is the Edinburgh terminus of 
itish Company, for in the company’s negotiations with the 

il ] \“ I] be 

the North Br 

municipal autho 

proaches, stat 

nev 

we 

ities, it was stated that the cost of the immediate ap- 
n, ete., would be at least a million pounds sterling. 
yn in the world at present is that of the Indian Peninsu 

jombay, which cost in our money $1,500,000 and took 
l rhe finest in Europe is said to be the new central 

the-Main in Saxony Owing to the substruct 

the London stations have been very expensive, that at 
sting $1,200,000 and the Charing Cross Station $800,000 
ind very large station at Birmingham, England, that 
— Philade phia Record. 

Bianc Onservatory. — It may be remembered that M. 
\l-known director of the Meudon Observatory and mem- 

ber of the French Institute, who last year made the ascent of Mont 

slanc in order to examine the practicability of the scheme for estab- 
lishing an observatory there, finding that at 40 feet below the surface 

f the snow there was no solid bed of rock for the foundations of a 

ng eived the idea of constructing one which could be kept in 
s] by the snow itself He accordingly formed an association, to 

Pris Roland Bonaparte, M. Léon Say, M. Raphael Bischofl 
s! Count Gretfulhe, and Baron de Rothschild were liberal sub 
scribers, and funds thus obtained were spent in the construction of 

in observatory wl ifter having been put up in the grounds of the 
Mi m establishment, has been taken to pieces again and sent off to 
Cha nix, f iW 1 place it will be taken up to the summit of the 

punta id put together under the supervision of M. Capus, the well- 
known explorer w iwccompanied M. Bonvalot, in his journey through 
( tral Asia Pamir into India. The new observatory is of timber 

is a it 25 feet height, being divided into two compartments or 

s $, su by a square platform, with an iron balustrade and 
LW sca for the reception of the various meteorological 

. here a several rooms in each compartment or story, 
s thie ne side, of the director and his staff, and, 

pol " tourists and their guides These rooms will be pro 

V I ick furniture and with small stoves for heating and 
} pury s, the fuel used at first being anthracite rhe two 

: with each other by means of a spiral staircase, 
W " tight lder with a trap-door giving access to the 

f s Ventilation is provided for by means of tubes, 
t ws of the upper story, with double framework and 
| : viase, allord views in Various directions, among others 

3 with which it is intended to communicate by means 
‘ S " , | signals when the itmosphere is sufficiently clear All 

t K it of fireproot paint, and each plect of wood 

s s to facilifate the observatory being easily put to 

rk which, it is hoped, will be completed by the end of 

> mains, of course, to be seen whether the building 

\ M. J es, remain in its place by the simple precess 
inks, w ire to form the outer walls, down some dis 

irae | snow. — /nvent m 

Rat Br xG in Cuicaco.— The British Consul at Chicago in 
s lates | s an example of the extraordinary rapidity with 

wh | s are erected ther The Ashland Block, a cor 
tru s stone and terra-cotta at the corner of Randolph and 

( c S City-Hall, seventeen stories in height, was 

bu f 140 feet by 80 feet in midwinter, and work was con 

t night, by relays of men, strong arc ¢ tric lights be 
ght; artificial heat was furnished by ten salamander 

tl ers and masons to work at that season of the 

r winds was given by several hundred 

s vas I skeleton of steel for each floor was first 

rand rafter being lifted and placed in posi 

x \ se were rivetted with red-hot rivets, and as the 

filled-in with square | ks of terra-cotta and 
LD) (i, last year, six floors were completed, and the 

5 8 t xt six stories was for the most rt placed. On 

1) l s were completed, and the steel shell for thre 

: position Thus the entire construction of four 
t : y 140 feet by 80 feet, divided into numerous rooms 
wan « thirteen lays, or one floor in three and one fourth 

3 \ xty iron and steel workers, one hundred brick masons 
\ rra tta setters were continually at work The enor- 

. yf ir " steel used in this new mode of construction, 

Ww 3 first ti 1 SIX years ago, has created quite a hew indus 

\ mployes have already their organization under the m 

I workers. Steel has now almost entirely taken the 

pla W t first few of these tall buildings were con 

- | f sare tiers of steel rails embedded in concret 

8 y 10 feet or 12 feet under the street rhis plan 
s vy on account of the nature of the soil, so as to bear 

t sed weight hese beams are made at the Illinois steel 
from Pennsylvania This new method of building is 

S ter and stronger than the old system, and to be abso 

f The greatest variation in the plumb line from base to 

s ill buildings has been found not to exceed half an inch 
/ 

fur Breussers Lasnor Excuance.— Belgian philanthropists ap- 
pear have been more successful than their neighbors in starting a 

| r exchange. Sir Edmund Monson has forwarded to the Foreign 
Office an interesting report drawn up by Mr. Cony1 eene on the 
Brussels Bourse du Travail,’’ or Labor Exchange —an institution 

irty il 

by raising 

was lounc« 

employ me 

by them with the object of facilitating an interchange « 

ntoa charitable association in that city rhe asso- 

d to is described as independent of any consideration of 

uiming solely at the removal of all pretexts for mendicity 

moral tone of the unemployed. The Labor Exchange f 

vetween capital and labor, and of improving the re. 

S. J. PARKHILL & Co., 

lations between employers and those in search of work. Its action 
in the opinion of Mr. Greene, beneficial, as it restrains the in 
criminate distribution of alms, and substitutes in its place a supply 
remunerative employment. — The London Daily News j 

OnE APPLICATION OF THE E1GutT-nour Law. —It’s a poor rule t 
won’t work both ways. <A certain man in the furniture business rea 
acceded to the demands of his workmen for an eight-hour work-d 
but when they wanted ten hours’ pay for eight-hours’ work he ca 
them up and said: ‘‘ My fr’ens, maype I do ash you like. I haf 
order from Chegago for ten dozen shairs. Will ship him eight doz 
and bill him ten. If he doan’ kick on me it shows me dot der 
vorks both vhays, and ve vhas all rights.’’ — Boston Manufactu 
Gazette 

REMAINS OF THE JELIAN BripGe, Rome.—In the grounds near t 
bridge of St. Angelo, in Rome, opposite the Mausoleum of Had 
some workmen recently discovered unmistakable remains of the J 
Bridge which Emperor Hadrian built in 135 4. p. to connect his maus 
leum with the Campus Martius. Unfortunately the remains of 
masterpiece of architecture had to be destroyed to make room f 
new channel of the Tiber. A number of drawings and photog 
have been made, however, by order of the Government. — N. Y. / 
ing Post. 

THe foundation is being laid for investments of savings and accumu 
tious. A demand is setting in for bonds and securities of countries, cit 

gas, water and transportation companies and companies of all kind 
Brokers and handlers of securities report a great increase in inquiries f 
bonds and stocks and for shares in the smaller class of concerns. ‘I 
crop of new enterprises of the past two or three years has, generally sp 
ing, made good returns. These enterprises have been well manag 

There has been need of them. Material for constraction or supplies 
been cheap. Most of the capital has been loaned by individuals, instead 

being borrowed from banks. Supervision has been in the hands of pra 
eal men. Hence there is now an increasing flow of money in these litt 
enterprises. Brokers say, and quite probabiy with truth, that there 
more money offering for investments than there is room for in the part 

lar field here referred to, In the general markets there is an unusua 

demand for money. The drain of gold continues, but the United Stat 
Treasury is gaining, and the increase is likely to continue at the rate of tw 

million dollars per week for some time to come. Cheap silver is « xpand 

its export. Exports of grain and provisions continue on a very large se 
Ihe volume of general business is very large, and profits continue lig 
the volume for August being 8 1-2 per cent larger than for August, 18 
Trade indications are all favorable. Tradesmen are beginning to car 
larger stocks. Manufacturers are once more entering upon producti 
on a large scale, believing the markets will absorb all they turn out. J 
may again lead to overproduction, which, in view of the very clos 
margins, would prove disastrous in a shorter time than in other years w! 

margins were larger. Straws point in the right direction. For instan 
seventy-six railroads in third week in August earned eight per cent m: 

than during same week last year; bank clearings are heavier, and cr 

movements indicate a growing demand. The cotton crop was 9,035 

bales, against 8,652,597 for 1891. Industrial deposits are increasing at t 

rate of eight per cent each year in volume in savings and other banks 
statement which goes far to bear out the references to the generally pr 
perous condition of the working classes. Building operations are expan 
ing also. Much new work was undertaken during August. There is 

extraordinary demand for brick, and prices for all standard makes a 
firm. Cements are also strong in price, and mate rial for pavements | 

advanced. Lumber has hardened at wholesale in Northwestern and Sout 

ern markets, but it is not probable that retail prices wi.l be advan 

Mills are crowded with work Planing-mills are especially busy. Yell 

pine has hardened in price because of the widening market for it in t 
North and West, an improvement whic is lust welcome to manufa 

turers, who have been selling close to cost for two or three years. 1 

iron trade exhibits remarkable vitality, especially in plate and structu 
irom, the demand for which has assumed large proportions, a compan 

with higher quotations. All the mills are crowded. The bar mills area 

in a better condition than for two or three years. The sheet mills are s 
ahead about two months. Large transactions in steel rails are prot 

very soon. The textile trades are also in excellent health. Very little d 
ness is observable. Prices rule low, but the demand compensates, ‘1 
low rates are more due to domestic than to foreign competition. ‘T 

carpet industry is quite prosperous. Hosiery manufacturers are all 1 
ning full time, and stocks are light, even in the face of enormous import 

tions. In the tobacco industry there has been great activity. 
clothing manufacturers unusual activity prevai ind la 
been accumulated for winter distribution. In the foundry and hardw 
trades there has been a steady increase Of business since last spring, due 

large building operations, large crops and to general prosperity, but 
these, as in other lines, there has been serious depressions in prices. | 
the machinery-making branches there is much encouragement. | 
seem to have as much work in hand as is desirable. The bridg 1 
are crowded. Boiler and engine makers have contracts running throug 

six months; in many instances much machinery is wanted. Impro 
ments have made it imperative to take out much that is old and substit 
pewer designs and better methods. There is, relatively speaking, les 

reserve capital than a few years ago, business men relying on collections t 
conduct business. The commercial! agencies speak with much satisfacti 
of exi-tiug industrial and commercial conditions. A presidential cam 
threatens very little the existing satisfactory conditions. The distribut 

of goods in the larger Eastern cities report a good trade so far, but spe 
as if a heavier fall trade than is usually experienced will come. One f 
to bear out this prediction is that store-keepers all over the country 
been all along carrying very light stocks. The only danger at present 
threatening is that prodacers in all directions may be tempted to make 
larger output than there is an immediate market for, because of the lowe 
margins. The first impulse under an increasing demand is to make mor 
goods to compensate for the smaller profits. The outcome of this, if 

| occurs, must be an increase in the number of commercial failures, 

Printers, Boston, Masa, 
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